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INTRODUCTION 

As well as it may seem surprising it is in complete naivety , that  is to say , lack of knowledge 

that christians drown themselves in lies and this at the cost of their own individual revival and 

that of the world. 

In fact, from the Book of Genesis up to that of Revelation, the whole Bible is marked by a 

fundamental seal, that of this principle of equilibrium. Here is the heart of this principle as is 

given in Job 33: 14 

 

“For GOD does speak_ now one way, now another _ though man may not perceive it”  
 

Let us understand one thing: GOD HIMSELF never changes. There can be no trace of change 

nor variation in GOD. GOD does not change like shifting shadows, but GOD changes the way 

HE speaks to individuals and to the Church according to the times and circumstances which 

the individuals and the Church are going trough. GOD’S WORDS are action. GOD changes 

the manner and the content of his message to the individual as well as to the Church; that is to 

say: the form and content of his action towards the individual and toward the Church changes 

according to the times and circumstances which the Lord decides to make the individual and 

the Church go through.  

  

Unfortunately, we do not always take heed of the fact GOD does speak now one way, now 

another and this is the source of our wandering far from the right Path to follow. Why then 

does GOD change his manner of acting towards the individual and the Church that is? Why 

does GOD change the content and the form of his message to the individual as well as to the 

Church?. The answer is found in the book of Ecclesiastes 3: 1-8. 

 

“ there is a time for everything and a season for every activity under heaven”  

 

In which time and circumstance am I found?  

In which dispensation is the Church found? Towards which time (era) and circumstances is 

GOD orienting the Church?  

This is a fundamental question which we have completely left aside and have automated, 

robotised our individual ways of doing things as well as that of the Church. The instruments 

of this automation are a stony and wooden temple of a capacity of two thousand persons and a 

religious pyramid made of the Lucifer’s clergy: a temple pastor commanded by a district 

pastor, who is commanded by a regional pastor, who is commanded by a national pastor, who 

in certain cases is commanded by a world pastor. 

 

There is a season for everything under the heavens and all the problem of christians and 

churches who wander far from the Path, holding their Bibles in hand, originate from the fact 

that none discerns the times. 

And because none discerns the times, none is able to see that GOD is changing his manner of 

speaking that is his manner of acting. It is precisely at this point that is located the separation 

between GOD and the Christian, between GOD and the Church. 

At this point of separation some wander on the left hand side of the Path while others wander 

on the right hand side of the Path. Incapable of discerning the time and circumstances and to 
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apply the WORD of GOD which is suitable to the time and circumstances we are going 

through, we end up wandering far from the Path, misled in religious customs and habits, in the 

democratic law of majority, in past religious experiences  and in religious organisation. 

 

What says the word of GOD concerning the Christian and the Church who are led by the 

HOLY SPIRIT? Lets read John 3:8 

 

“ The wind blows wherever it pleases. You hear its sound, but you cannot tell where it comes 

from or where it is going. So it is everyone born of the SPIRIT”  

 

Yes, the Christian and the Church born of the HOLY SPIRIT act now one way, now another 

because the HOLY SPIRIT speaks to them now one way, now another, depending upon the 

times and circumstances, depending upon the dispensation. 

 

Here is that principle of equilibrium, which has always escaped our attention. We have not 

taken heed of this principle and as a result, some gigantic religious organizations wander on 

the left of the Path while the others wander on the right of the Path. Given that GOD acts now 

one way, now the other way, so too will the Christian and the Church born of the HOLY 

SPIRIT, act now one way, one the other way. Such are the lives of balanced Christians and 

Church.  

The balanced Christians and Church neither have any habit nor rules. When faced with two 

similar situations, they will have two different reactions according to the instructions given by 

the HOLYSPIRIT. 

The balanced Christians and Church do not have a stereotype Biblical verse. It is the duty of 

the HOLY SPIRIT to whisper into the Christian and the Church ears, which Biblical verses 

are suitable to the times and circumstances that are encountered. By so doing, the balanced 

Christian and Church keep to the Path and are not let astray. 

 

Let us consider the case of David who was qualified by GOD as the man after GOD’s heart   

 

2 Samuel 5:17-25  
 

David is going to wage war against the Philistines and as a wise man, he consults GOD. For 

this first consultancy, GOD ask David to carry out a frontal attack. The result is a tremendous 

victory over the Philistines. 

But the Philistines troops gather once more at Rephaïm. Will David rely on the first order 

given by GOD? No. Although this first order of frontal attack resulted in a tremendous 

victory, David, being a balanced Believer goes back again to GOD for consultancy. Knowing 

that GOD does speak now one way, now another, David seeks again the guidance from GOD. 

This time, GOD’s answer is completely different from the first one. For this second 

consultancy, David is requested to circle around behind the Philistine and wait for GOD to 

march on top of the balsam trees. Once more, David obeys without questioning and once 

more the result is a tremendous victory over the Philistines. 

 

If David was an adept of habit and religious rules, he would have repeated the frontal attack 

he carried out the first time under GOD’s command.  “After all, is not GOD Himself who 

gave the first instructions?” This is the question which nowadays rebellious religious 

pyramids and christians would have asked. But David, being a balanced Believer knew that 

GOD speaks now one way, now another, depending on the times and circumstances. 
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Here is what the Bible says!  

Deuteronomy 32:8 

“When the MOST HIGH gave the nations their inheritance, when HE divided all mankind, 

HE set up boundaries for the peoples according to the number of the sons of Israel” 

 

This verse teaches us that the boundaries of the nations all over the earth are set up according 

to the number of the sons of Israel; that is to say Israel is the point of reference to all the 

nations on earth. In order to know what it should do and the conditions of its actions, each 

nation of the earth must refer to Israel and this is particularly true for the Christian nation 

which is a spiritual nation. The boundaries of our Christian nation, our heritage are set up 

according to David. 

So, the Christian nation should follow the example of Josiah who walked in the way of his 

father David, not turning aside to the right or to the left 

2 chronicles 34:2 says, Josiah did not turn aside to the right or the left of David’s ways. The 

expression “not turning aside to the right or to the left” reveals to us that two types of 

wandering await David’s offspring: wandering on the left side and wandering on the right 

side. Wandering on the right refers to that claim of a super spirituality, which pretends to 

compare to GOD, or rather to stand as a better justice than GOD’s.  Psalms 48:10 reveal to us 

that the right Hand of GOD is full of Justice, still those christians and assemblies who turn 

aside to the right deny this and go ahead beyond the RIGHT of the Lord to seek for the super 

justice which of course doesn’t exist since all justice is found only in the right Hand of GOD. 

Contrary to this, christians and assemblies who turn to the left have discarded and abandoned 

the HOLY SPIRIT and the supernatural coming from GOD, for earthly things, visible secular 

and inferior things and practises, which are humanly logical but spiritually dead. Here human 

reasoning has replaced the HOLY SPIRIT and human organisation has replaced revelation.  

 

We shall now take a number of examples to show how imbalance in the practise of the 

WORD of the ALMIGHTY GOD has misled many sincere Christians and religious rebellious 

pyramids out of the Path; out of the TRUTH. A complete coming back to the equilibrium 

which constantly keeps the Christian and the Church in the WAY is a necessity for this 

worldwide revival which is taking off. 

 

FIRST EXAMPLE OF EQUILIBRIUM: HEALING OF THE 

SICK 

 

It is written in James 5:14-15  

 

“Is any one of you sick? He should call the Elders of the Church to pray over him and anoint 

him with oil in the Name of the Lord. And the prayer offered in faith will make the sick person 

well; the Lord will raise him up. If he has sinned; he will be forgiven. . 

 

Does GOD miraculously heal? Yes and the Bible confirms this. Relying on the above verse, 

many are christians and religious pyramids which have missed the TRUTH, being misled on 

the right side of the Path. Their religious rule is to systematically follow what is written in 

James 5:14-15 without seeking the assistance of a medical doctor!  
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Come what may, many of these christians and religious pyramids simply keep to the practise 

of calling onto the Elders to come and pray and anoint the sick with oil. If you dare mention a 

medical doctor, those lost christians and assemblies will quickly accuse you of lack of faith 

and will urge you to learn how to “exercise your faith”. Fatal distraction which in some cases 

has result in invalidity or even in physical death of the patient! 

 

In fact James 5: 14-15 is simply the first pan of the scales and to keep us in equilibrium, the 

HOLY SPIRIT leads us to apply from time to time the other pan of the scales. What is said in 

this second pan of the scales? In this second pan of the scales, we find 1 Timothy 5: 23 which 

says:  

“Stop drinking only water, and use a little wine because of your stomach and your frequent 

illnesses.”  

Though a spiritual man who perfectly knows how to anoint sick persons with oil and pray for 

them, Apostle Paul understands that this Timothy’s case cannot be solved with James 5: 14-

15. He instead urges Timothy to drink a little wine. 

In this second pan of the scales, we equally find Luke , the beloved medical doctor. Still in the 

second pan of the scales, we find Elisha a powerful Prophet of GOD who dies of illness. Does 

Elisha lack faith in GOD? Obviously no.  

And why did prayers and oil anointing fail to heal Apostle Paul from his own illness? This 

question brings us to the manner by which GOD makes use of the two pans of the scales  to 

keep the Christians and the Church in the Path. 

Some Christians and Churches have the habit of walking on waters as Peter. When faced with 

the least sign of illness, they tend to fasting and praying until the patient is healed.  The 

problem here is that these categories of people are usually led astray on the right side of the 

Path. These categories of people end up forgetting that the earth and all in it belongs to our 

Lord JESUS-CHRIST. Theses categories of people progressively tend to believe that GOD is 

not in control of material and visible things; a domain which they think, belongs to Satan. 

Here is the wandering on the right side of the Path; the searching for a justice, for a 

spirituality better than GOD’s meanwhile all Justice is found in the Right Hand of GOD. In 

order to bring such Christians and Assemblies back in the middle of the Path, GOD will 

refuse to answer some prayers in order to oblige those Christians and Assemblies to go to 

hospitals so as to understand that even these hospitals belong to GOD. As for the Apostle 

Paul’s case, GOD deliberately maintain him on this state of weakness in illness for this 

weakness is quite useful for the success of the Ministry HE has entrusted to Paul.  

The other categories of christians and assemblies find themselves being misled on the left of 

the Path. Sticking entirely and only on the second pan of the scales, huge religious pyramids 

namely Babylon the great and Ohola have abandon the Ministry of prayer for sickness 

healing, concentrating on the construction of dispensary’s and hospitals all around the world. 

Those two harlots have become world renown experts in building dispensaries and hospitals 

and training nurses and medical doctors. All their faith and confidence are in secular hospitals 

and dispensaries. What these two harlots forget is that a Christian shall also learn to live on 

every WORD that comes from the mouth of GOD. 

  

What then should the Christians do so as to be balanced people walking in the Path? They 

have to simply listen to the HOLY SPIRIT and be very flexible, open to change. During the 

month of April Elder Thomas prays for Sister Jecolia who is ill and anoints her with oil. In the 

month of May, the very Elder Thomas seriously instructs brother Alain to consult a medical 

doctor. In each case, Elder Thomas listens to the HOLY SPIRIT and applies the WORD of 

GOD suitable to the times and circumstances. Such is the behaviour of a balanced Christian 

who walks in the narrow Path of the TRUTH.  
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SECOND EXAMPLE OF EQUILIBRIUM : 

THE CALL FOR FULL TIME SPIRITUAL MINISTRY 
 

This is a point in which almost all our religious pyramids get misled on the right side of the 

narrow Path of the TRUTH, spreading spiritual death all over the world. 

It is written in 1 Corinthians 9:7-14 that those who preach the Gospel shall receive their 

living from the Gospel exactly as those who served at the Alter during the Leviticus 

Priesthood, shared in what was offered in the Alter. Obviously, this is an order from GOD. 

Is the full time spiritual Ministry Biblical? Obviously yes. The verses which we have just 

quoted establish clearly that the call to a “full time commitment” is Biblical. It is quite 

Biblical that a Minister of GOD (Apostle, Prophet, Pastor, Evangelist, Doctor) should live on 

the voluntary offerings from Christians. But from where then, does this wandering on the 

right side comes from? 

It all comes from the fact that our religious pyramids have added to the WORD of GOD a 

diabolic law which says that “all servants of GOD have to serve in the spiritual ministry on a 

full time basis”  

Let open our Bibles. The Bible does state that not all GOD’s Ministers are called to full time 

spiritual Ministry. The diabolic law of systematic full time spiritual Ministry dates from the 

pre-Lutheran era when all the Christianity was imprisoned in Babylon the great’s temples. 

GOD has vigorously used Martin LUTHER to call the Christianity out of Babylon the great’s 

prison but old customs from this harlot such as full time spiritual Ministry and stony and 

wooden temples has survived until nowadays. This law of systematic full time call in spiritual 

Ministry has let to a complete disaster, particularly in Africa. I personally saw “pastors” who 

pretend they are called to full time spiritual Ministry in stony temples, facing the shameful 

problem of gangsterism of their sons and prostitution of their daughters because of lack of 

money. A Brother in CHRIST-JESUS, especially after having failed academically and 

professionally, comes to the conclusion that he has a call from GOD for a full time spiritual 

Ministry. Here then is this Brother in CHRIST JESUS who after having failed in all his 

academic certificates and without the mastery of any secular job is sent to the  so called 

“Biblical school” from which he comes out as a “pastor”, put in charge of a stony and wooden 

temple. Soon, he gets married with one Sister in CHRIST-JESUS and together they put to 

birth five children. How they live and feed depends upon the sunday begging basket. Such 

“pastors” cannot cast out Satan’s soldiers who generally are the best contributors to the 

sunday begging basket and it is naturally that freemasons, rosicrucians, skull and bones, 

illuminatis, priests of black witchcraft sit on the bench with born again Christians to sing and 

pray. 

This is how has died the religious pyramids which simply fail to pay attention to the second 

pan of the scales. 

  

The second pan of the scales says that Apostle Paul ( yes, the man used by GOD to write so 

many Biblical Books) had a job; that of making and selling tents. Yes the very Apostle Paul to 

whom the Lord handed the mission to write down many of our Biblical Books was not called 

on a full time basis in the spiritual Ministry. Simultaneously he practised his secular job of 

making and selling tents while executing the spiritual Ministry received from GOD. Try then 

to make and sell two tents in half a day and you will quickly understand that this job is not 

just a hobby but a serious time consuming task. 
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Only serious professionals committed to spend many months looking for raw materials, 

manufacturing and commercial prospecting can carry out such a job of making and selling 

tents.  This is why in Acts 18: 1-3, the Bible says that Apostle Paul was a tent maker, meaning 

that making and selling tents was a serious professional job and not just a hobby for him. 

Let’s halt a moment and see the Apostle Paul negotiating the prices of raw materials with 

suppliers. Let’s have a look at Paul negotiating the transportation of these raw materials to his 

manufacturing place. Let’s have a look at Paul organizing his technicians and advising them 

on how to do the Job. And finally, let’s have a look at Paul prospecting customers and 

explaining to them why his tents are the best in the market. The financial earning got from the 

sale of one single tent cannot fund the annual needs so the Apostle Paul has to make 

calculations and planning on how to manufacture and sell many tents within a year. Even 

though we have not gone in detail in describing the process of making and selling tents, the 

main technical points underlined above convince us that Apostle Paul consecrated at least 6 

months per year to this secular job of tent making and selling and it is this job which gave him 

the necessary financial independence to carry out his spiritual Ministry without complying 

with lye and darkness.  

 

Still in this second pan of the scales, is Luke the beloved medical doctor. The bible calls Luc 

“the beloved medical doctor” for us to clearly understand that Luc kept on exercising his job 

of a physician while carrying at the same time the spiritual Ministry received from GOD. 

Lets halt and see Luc writing a part of the Book which bears his name in the Bible, just after a 

medical consultation.  

 

Should we then conclude that any Minister of GOD must have some secular job besides his 

spiritual Ministry? Obviously, the answer is no. Such law would let us astray to the left side of 

the Path. 

Some according to the grace received from GOD are called in the spiritual Ministry in on a 

full time basis while others according to the grace they receive from GOD are called to 

combine a spiritual Ministry with a secular job. 

In some cases, GOD even split into two parts the life of an individual on earth. The first part 

dedicated to a combination of spiritual and secular Ministry and a second part fully dedicated 

to spiritual Ministry. 

So lets burn up all our religious rules and come out of out blindness into the TRUTH, which 

alone can liberate us.  

 

 

THIRD EXAMPLE OF EQUILIBRIUM: 

GOD HAS VARIOUS MANNERS OF PREACHING TO 

MANKIND 

 

1st manner by which GOD preaches to Mankind: the individual 

testimony   

In 1Peter 3:1-2, we see a typical example of predication by witnessing whereby a pagan 

Husband, through his wife’s good conduct, is won over by the Lord. On this basis, many great 

religious pyramids has wandered on the left side of the Path, by setting the predication by 
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individual testimony as a law which ends up giving death. Such a death giving law convinces 

the Christians that only the daily experience of an individual, as perceived by the 

environment, is able to qualify him as a Christian and to bring pagans to repentance. Under 

this death giving law, the Christians who has something to share in the Assembly is asked to 

keep quiet because “ his testimony is not good” . Before a GOD’s Minister preaches, genuine 

scientific research are carried out about his life to make sure that he has “ a good testimony”. 

No good testimony before men, no message from GOD; such is the law of testimony which 

has let many Assemblies and Christians to the left side of the Path. In those Assemblies which 

are tied under the yoke of testimony, Christians are under a real Leviticus curse. Days and 

nights, they fight hard for an inexistent sinless life so as to be accepted and recognized as 

Christians by their religious groups. 

 

Predication by witnessing nevertheless has Biblical backing but then to hang just on it as does 

many temples leads inevitably to death. In fact, GOD has so many ways of preaching, and the 

following example will show to us that it does not just suffice to present to the environment a 

personal experience even though convincing of a situation so as to be considered qualified 

enough to preach on the issue of this situation.  

 

2nd manner by which GOD preaches to Mankind: revelation  

A very striking case is that of the Apostle Paul. Single amongst married Apostles, Paul 

teaches with complete authority on the topic of marriage. This is found in Ephesians 5: 22-31 

and 1 Corinthians 7.  One is even surprised by all the detailed teachings of Apostle Paul 

concerning sexual relationship in the Christian couple. “Why does this single not mind his 

business?!” This would be the angry comment of religious pyramids which have wandered on 

the left side of the Path, chained by the law of preaching trough personal experience and 

testimony. 

In fact, it is by means of revelation that Apostle Paul is able to preach about marriage issues, 

though not married. These teachings on marriage done by means of revelation by a single, are 

sealed in the Bible for all eternity. 

 

In order to correct the wandering on the left side of the Path which tend to consider the 

individual testimony that is his daily experience as the only criteria which qualifies him as a 

Preacher, GOD gives us the example of Apostle Paul to remind us that it is also by the grace 

of GOD that we preach about things we have never experienced or even about things to come. 

It is also by the grace of GOD that one becomes a Preacher. Many Born again Christians 

called by our Lord JESUS-CHRIST in one or many of five Ministerial Gifts have failed to 

answer the call because of one thing: Reputation. Holding high to witnessing, they try to live 

lives so correct, so out of reproach in order to gain recognition from their temple members. 

Searching with great zeal a good reputation within the temple is their main occupation.  

Completely tied up by the diabolic law of good testimony, those Christians instead of hearing 

the call of GOD in their lives, spent all their time longing for good reputation within the stony 

temple. Working hard day and night for their reputation, they are finally unable to go to 

JESUS outside the camp, bearing the disgrace HE bore ( Hebrew 13: 13 ). Fool who love your 

reputation, your personal testimony more than GOD, here you are, prisoner of Lucifer inside 

the camp, the stony and wooden temple. It is written in 2 Corinthians 6: 8 that we move 

trough glory and dishonour, bad report and good report. The individual testimony is a mean 

by which GOD preaches to nations but he who places himself under the law of individual 

testimony stops running the good race and this is exactly what Lucifer aims at. Stopping to 
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run the good race; this is the result achieved by the diabolic law of individual testimony in the 

lives of many Christians who has resigned from GOD’s call, spending their whole Christian 

pilgrimage working to gain good reputation in stony and wooden temples. 

 

But then comes the wandering on the right side of the Path. False christians, who are not Born 

again and who posses in them no sign of godliness, come out and claim to lead the Christians 

and the Church. To accept these allegations without keen verification will result in wandering 

on the right side of the Path. As a remedy to such a situation GOD calls us to judge spiritually 

all that is said; that is to say to rely on the HOLY SPIRIT and the Bible to check and test 

every preaching. 

Let us continue our sharing on the issue about the various ways by which GOD preaches to 

nations, so as to keep ourselves in the narrow Path of the TRUTH.  

 

3rd manner by which GOD preaches to Mankind: through wisdom 

and knowledge  
 

Here we find the typical cases of Stephen and Solomon. GOD’s wisdom and knowledge are 

out to confuse the pagans and show to them that there is no other GOD than the GOD of 

Abraham, Isaac and Israel. The least we can say is that the Church exercises not this particular 

type of predication. As long as the heir remains or is still a child, he is in the stage of slavery. 

But then, wisdom and knowledge comes from kings and not from slaves. It is only through 

the revival, through the positioning of the Church at the head of the world, that the Church 

will be able to preach to nations trough wisdom and knowledge. 

 

4th manner by which GOD preaches to Mankind: GOD’s Might 

and Power  
 

Nowadays, many Evangelists preach by the POWER of the HOLY SPIRIT manifesting itself 

during evangelistic campaigns. Wonders and signs happens during many evangelistic 

campaigns. And behold the wandering on the right side of the Path. If you do not perform any 

visible miracle, you are not qualified to be GOD’s Minister. Where is then your power? You 

have none visible and for this reason, you certainly are not a GOD’s Minister.  

It is helpful, that the Ministers called to the ministry of deliverance, should cast out demons. It 

is equally helpful that Evangelists heal sick persons and even raise the dead to life. But these 

visible expressions of GOD’s Might and Power are simply aspects of the iceberg. The main 

part of the Power of the HOLY SPIRIT is found within the Ministry of Prophecy; invisible to 

the eyes of Men. Being in constant confrontation with Lucifer’s allies, demons, organisations 

and priests of the darkness, the Prophets put in action trough prayers, another dimension of 

GOD’s Power and Might which by far surpasses those physical manifestations of healings and 

miracles. It is the move of the world that the Prophets upset and change in prayers, all this 

being done in secret and humility.  

But then Satan has convinced us to build a fake church oriented toward visible appearance 

and we’ve abandoned the Prophetic ministry for visible signs and wonders which Lucifer 

copies very well. Pay a visit to the African witch in the village and your will be surprised by 

the list of sicknesses which he can “cure”. 

Are physical wonders and healings biblical? Yes of course. The examples of Elijah, Elisha, 

Paul are there to convince us that physical wonders, miracles and healings are Biblical. But by 
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focalising only on these aspects of healing and miracles, many religious groups end up 

wandering on the right side of the Path. 

This wandering on the right side of the Path holds it that if someone cannot cast away demons 

and heal the sick, he is not qualified as GOD’s Minister to preach.   

 

5th manner by which GOD preaches to Mankind: 

Events of the natural world  
 

 

Here, GOD speaks to mankind through the events happening daily around us, but the sense, 

the meaning behind these events are completely  reserved to the understanding of GOD’s 

disciples. This revelation through events is meant to shame the darken knowledge of the 

natural man. The tragedy about this is that the Church whose duty is to interpret these events 

thanks to the help of the Bible, so as to discern the signs of time and to know what Israel 

ought to do, has completely forsaken this Prophetic Ministry.  

The Prophetic Ministry has almost disappeared since the jailing of Christianity in vast 

religious pyramids and in stony temples. Finally the pagan nations cannot understand the 

meaning of natural events because GOD forbid this understanding to them and the Church 

cannot either because the Prophetic Ministry has disappeared from the Church. 

The result is this: a world without light, completely darken. 

Here, the wandering on the right side of the Path is on full production. Born again Christians 

declare that they are too spiritual to take heed of the natural events affecting the planet. 

If it were left unto this category of misled Christianity, GOD should not have created this 

physical world. And why has GOD created this world up to the point of giving us physical 

bodies to live in it? The super spiritual who brushes his teeth every morning and gets his wife 

pregnant ignores the fact that when lodges of darkness control the government, the state as 

well as private companies all trough the world, they enforce antichrist laws and customs 

which render Christian life almost impossible. This is how the super spiritual suddenly 

discover one morning that the priests of darkness commanding the government, the state and 

parliament has enacted a law which prevent anybody to condemn homosexuality. “ Well, the 

rapture is at hand” says the super spiritual who is no longer allowed to preach against 

homosexuality. Fool, if the rapture is at hand, why then do you brush your teethes every 

morning? Why then do you continue to perform on a regular basis sexual intercourses with 

the Sister in CHRIST-JESUS you married just two months ago knowing that the rapture is at 

hand? Do you see that you are so preoccupied by natural things when your personal interests 

and pleasure are at stake? And when it comes to asking the reason why should the priests of 

darkness confiscate the government of the state and of all private and public organizations in 

your country, behold, you are too spiritual to take heed to natural things. And this bank 

account which you carefully manage!  

The misled to the right side of the Path ignore that the HOLY SPIRIT is on the earth till the 

rapture to make sure that Christianity should rule the earth created by GOD, till the rapture. 

 

6th manner by which GOD preaches to Mankind: Through the life 

of an individual. 
 

 

Here, it is all about the predication by prophetic example. GOD selects an individual and 

completely transforms his life on earth into a predication. Such is commonly the case of those 
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called to the Prophetic Ministry. Their whole lives are changed into GOD’s messages, 

resulting in a situation of permanent clash with the apostate Christianity which do no longer 

discern the hand of GOD. 

Let us take some Biblical cases in order to understand this:  

Hosea’s prostitute wife. Hosea, upon GOD’s order, gets married to a prostitute (Hosea 1:2). 

We can imagine the roar and mockery this situation caused amongst the apostate Israel. “He 

calls himself a prophet, yet cannot get someone better for himself but my former girl friend” 

Hosea would have willingly chosen a virgin in Israel for a wife in accordance to the Leviticus 

law and also in order to give a good testimony or example. Yet, GOD had the intention of 

using this marriage to pass out a message to apostate Israel.  

Ezekiel is obliged to live a life full of extravagance because GOD wanted to use this so as to 

pass out a message to apostate Israel. This is why we see Ezekiel digging a hole trough the 

wall of his house and taking out his belongings through it. Then we find Ezekiel packing 

those belongings and set out for a surprising journey (Ezekiel 12:1-5). We again see Ezekiel 

trembling while eating his food and shuddering with fear as he drinks his water (Ezekiel 

12:17-19). The crowning achievement of all those prophetic events in Ezekiel’s life is the 

death of Ezekiel’s wife taken away by GOD so as to pass out a prophetic message to 

rebellious Israel. As we can easily imagine, Ezekiel was obviously a man like us and would 

not have cherished being suddenly deprived of his wife, one whom he loved so much. We 

know of his intense love for his wife because GOD says “Son of man, with one blow, I am 

about to take away from you the delight of your eyes” (Ezekiel 24:15-22). Would you 

especially rejoice and dance for GOD taking away your beautiful and lovely wife just for a 

prophetic purpose? Obviously, even if you accept such an event, you will do it with pain and 

sorrow and many would fast and pray, begging GOD to use another mean to speak to the 

apostate Israel. But GOD wanted to use this physical death so as to pass out a message to the 

rebellious Israel.  

One of the Prophets orders to be stroke with weapon so that he could go out and pass a 

message to Ahab the rebel (1 king 20: 35-43). Will you love to be wounded with a sword 

simply because you want to pass out a prophetic message? Obviously, no, and neither did  this 

Prophet but he was compelled by GOD to accept being wounded for a prophetic purpose 

So, even nowadays, Christians called in the Prophetic Ministry undergo various painful and 

strange events which transform their lives into the perfect contrary of what we usually 

consider as a good Christian testimony.  

These strange behaviours and events are nothing but predications from GOD destined to the 

apostate Christianity. As if carrying the daily cross of strange events were not enough, these 

Prophets have to undergo calumnies, false accusations of all sort and even rejection from the 

apostate Christianity which no longer posses the ability to discern GOD’s hand at work. 

 

Nevertheless, it is spiritually that we judge and it would be a great lost on the right side of the 

Path to accept without discernment those whose lives are obviously anti-Biblical. We must 

judge spiritually and case by case. Yes, case by case. 

Case by case? Yes, the balanced Christian and the balanced Church always judge case by case 

and this way of judging is completely out of the reach of stony and wooden temples gathering 

thousands of persons. Just think about it. You are more than 2000 persons in a temple and 

those fundamentalists ask you to examine case after case those 30 cases of divorce. No time to 

waist. “It is written that no one should separate what GOD has united. This rule has to be 

applied to all” Such is how rebellious Christianity imprisoned in stony and wooden temples 

and religious pyramids is cursed by the yoke of evil laws. Whereas in a House Assembly of 

10 members one would have fasted and prayed during three months for the two cases of 

divorce, until GOD reveal that, the so called brother who has married Sister Antoinette is in 
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fact a soldier of darkness hiding his true nature; wherefrom the necessity to separate this false 

couple as soon as possible and save Sister Antoinette from this Satan’s false marriage. 

At the same time, the HOLY SPIRIT would reveal that Brother Peter and Sister Aminatou 

simply need some advice in order to put their marriage back on the track. 

But why wasting time with this case by case approaches? Ask the stony and wooden temples 

and their religious pyramids. Specialists in mass treatment and in transforming Biblical verses 

into fetish which gives death, those temples and religious pyramids have replaced our 

Christian religion founded on GOD’s revelation to Abraham the individual, by a worldwide 

satanic religion based upon mass manipulation trough Biblical verses changed into ideological 

laws. Born again Christians, how can you keep the Life of our Lord JESUS-CHRIST in you 

while remaining in these stony and wooden temples? Separate yourselves from them!  

 

In conclusion to this example of equilibrium ( the various ways trough which GOD speaks to 

mankind ), the balanced Christian as well as the balanced Church preach by means of 

testimonies, through revelation, through wisdom and knowledge, through prophetic 

interpretations of events affecting the natural world or through their own lives. All this is done 

according to time and circumstances and according to the variety of spiritual equipment 

received from GOD. It is with a gentle whisper that GOD spoke to Elijah when he returned to 

Horeb (1 kings 19: 8-15) whereas in Job’s case, it is out of the storm that GOD spoke to Job 

(Job 38: 1).  

Back to the TRUTH. 

 

 

FOURTH EXAMPLE OF EQUILIBRIUM: THE CHRISTIAN 

POINT OF VIEW ON SECULAR JOB 

 

 

Let’s start with the first pan of the scales which call on the Christian to put a lot of seriousness 

in his secular job. 2 Thessalonians 3: 10 says: “ For even when we were with you, we gave 

you this rule: If a man will not work, he shall not eat”  

In Proverbs 6 : 6-11, the sluggard is reprimanded and asked to take as example the worker 

ant. These verses highly warn the lazy fellow who sleeps too much, reminding him that 

poverty will be his final portion. 

 

Does GOD insist, on secular job?  Yes  

When Brother Wong Liu neglects his secular job on the pretext that he has to attend so many 

meetings in his Christian Assembly, the HOLY SPIRIT who has decided to haul him up to the 

top of the enterprise within five years, will continually take him back to the verses shared 

above. The insistence from the HOLY SPIRIT will not stop until WONG LIU abandons his 

disguised laziness and takes his secular job seriously. This first pan of the scales is 

particularly adapted to a special race of Christians that we have created!  This special race of 

Christians spiritualises its laziness. This special race of Christians is particularly abundant in 

Africa and strange enough, its laziness is completed with outstanding pride. Small jobs like 

barbers, taxi drivers, owners of road side restaurants are avoided by these sluggards who 

prefer walking along streets with Bibles in their hand 
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The so called Biblical schools welcome so many of these lazy individual who spiritualise their 

laziness, pretending that they have received call from GOD to be “pastors” 

And since mass treatment is the unavoidable law in stony and wooden temples, nobody has 

enough time to pray in order to discern if the twenty candidates applying for the Biblical 

School have really received calls from GOD or if they are just some sluggards who are trying 

to spiritualize their laziness. It is a common thing in Africa to see these sluggards disguised 

into “pastors” asking for financial assistance trough the Name of our Lord JESUS-CHRIST. 

Dare then suggest to those beggars mending with their Bibles at your door step to work as 

family servants in your house: they will immediately make you understand that such jobs are 

not fitting for “big pastors”. 

 

 Should we then conclude that we are in a religion of work as does the lodges of darkness 

which pretend to rule and control the world thanks to human labour and human blood? 

Absolutely no. Drawing such a conclusion would mean going astray on the left side of the 

Path and Lucifer vigorously preaches such wandering on the left side. GOD provided the 

verses we’ve just shared on the first pan of the scales, so as to bring to conscience the 

sluggards who neglect their secular job under the pretext of Assembly meetings and 

communion with other Christians. But Christians and Assemblies who turn secular job into a 

religion gradually die spirituality and end up becoming slaves to Lucifer. Such is the 

wandering on the left side of the Path. 

 When Moses starts a spiritual confrontation with Pharaoh in order to liberate Israel, Lucifer’s 

reaction is to push Moses and Aaron towards the left side of the Path. 

“Pharaoh said, Lazy, that’s what you are – lazy! That is why you keep saying, Let us go and 

sacrifice to the Lord” (Exodus 5:17). 

Christians who are engaged in spiritual warfare against Lucifer and his priests are used to this 

accusation of laziness from Satan. As soon as you step in confronting Lucifer and his priests 

in warfare, they will permanently pour on you this accusation of laziness. In this situation of 

war, even if you perform fifteen hours of work per day or even if your have great 

performances Lucifer and his priests will still give you the same answer “ lazy ”.  In fact, 

what they truly want is to occupy all your time in order to prevent you from annihilating them 

with spiritual warfare.  

GOD in his WORD tells us to take our secular job as something serious but then to wholly 

concentrate upon it when we have to fight GOD’S wars against Lucifer as decreed by the 

HOLY SPIRIT will nothing but going astray to the left. Christian life is not possible if we do 

not have enough discernment of times as scheduled by the HOLY SPIRIT. In times of secular 

job, the HOLY SPIRIT will quote the above verses, reminding those Christians who want to 

spiritualise their laziness that it is time to work and in times of confrontation with Lucifer and 

his priests GOD will insist on the second pan of the scales, lets examine it. 

 

Matthew 6:19-34 constitutes the heart of the second pan of the scales. 

 

 

These Biblical verses tell the Christian not to concentrate upon piling up treasures here on 

earth but to instead concentrate on the accumulation of spiritual treasures in Heaven. They 

also tell us not to bother about dresses and food but instead about the coming of the Kingdom 

of GOD and of GOD’s Justice. This second pan of the scales addresses the Christian lost on 

the left side of the Path and who, enslaved by his secular job, has completely lose spiritual 

power over the move of the world. Occupied by his secular job that overwhelms and eats him 

up, running after financial revenues and consecrating all his nights in all sorts of calculations 

aiming at acquiring a house, replacing the car or financing children schooling, such a 
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Christian has a prayer life reduced to almost nothing. The HOLY SPIRIT through Matthew 

6:19-34 will correct him and insist firmly until this Christian gone astray on the left side of 

the Path, gains back his life of praises, fasting and praying, adoration and even of predication. 

 

Should we first of all seek for spiritual riches? Surely yes. But then many of those Christians 

who have gone astray on  the right of the Path have replaced the  word ” firstly” by 

“uniquely”. And behold the wandering on the right side of the Path! The pretentious super 

spiritual declares that only fasting, prayer, preaching and various spiritual Ministries are of 

some importance. All that is secular is neglected even despised and as a matter of 

consequence: a life of spiritualized begging. It is common for Oholiba’s so called christians to 

come across you and declare:   

“I Prayed to GOD for financial assistance in my duty of preaching GOD’s WORD and I 

received the revelation to come and talk to you about it ” Foolish wanderer on the right side 

of the Path. If the Brother from whom you are begging money works to have it, then you 

could equally do same.  

 

It is in order to correct those gone astray by right side of the Path that GOD gave in the Bible 

those WORDS found in the first pan of the scales ( 2 Thessalonians 3:10 and Proverbs 6:6-

11 ). Such wandering on the right side of the Path particularly usually strike truly Born again 

Christians who know that we are not from the world, but forget that we are proprietors of it. A 

magic thought according to which GOD would posses no ownership and no power upon 

natural things takes possession of the wanderer who downgrades his secular job and gets into 

confusion situations such like getting married to a Sister without knowing how will he take 

care of her natural needs. 

 

 

What conclusion then can we draw as far as secular job is concerned?  

 

All depends on time and circumstances. Sister TSUSHIYAMA is completely engaged in her 

secular job as a result of a revelation received from the HOLY SPIRIT wishing to bless her 

business. She is correct in doing this given that she is following Biblical statements found in 2 

Thessalonians 3:10 and in Proverbs 6:6-11. 

Six years later the little shop has grown into a super market. Now Sister TSUSHIYAMA is 

completely overwhelmed with accountancy, the buying of goods from suppliers, the 

marketing and the relation with the fiscal and tax administration. Her prayer life declines and 

the HOLY SPIRIT come in, warning her trough Matthew 6:19-34. Being sensitive to the 

voice of the HOLY SPIRIT Sister TSUSHIYAMA recruits a managing director, hands over to 

him the day to day running of the business and only take care of strategic planning and control 

of the business; occupations which give her more time for fasting, praying, reading of the 

Bible and for this Prophetic Ministry through out Japan which has been abandoned since 

years. TSUSHIYAMA is a balanced Christian who acts now this way, now another way 

according to the portion of the Bible on which the HOLY SPIRIT puts emphasis. Her way of 

doing six years ago was Biblical as well as that of today. Such is the behaviour of a balanced 

Christian and of a balanced Church. 
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FIFTH EXAMPLE OF EQUILIBRIUM: OUR REACTION 

TOWARDS ENEMMIES 
 

Lets starts with the first pan of the scales; upon which the Christianity has been relying so 

heavily all trough centuries that we have gone astray to the right side of the Path, in our search 

for a super spirituality superior to that entrusted to us by the HOLY SPIRIT.  

This first pan of the scales is found in Mathew 5: 44-48, where it is said that we should love 

our enemies and pray for those who maltreat us. This first pan of the scales tells us that 

GOD’s sun and rain are equally offered to both good and wicket ones, to both the just and the 

unjust ones. In fact, this first pan of the scales states that as far as natural things are 

concerned, there should be an equal treatment to all, Christians as well as pagans. A Christian 

at the head of an enterprise should give fair remuneration to his pagan workers as he does to 

the Christians. When a Christian heading the State is appointing economic and political 

leaders, he should not discriminate against pagans who have the required natural skills. Wheat 

and weed are mixed in the world, so too in a similar manner should we Born again Christians 

who take decisions on natural things, treat pagans with fairness and equity as GOD does, HE 

who equally provide sun and rain in the same manner to both Christians and pagans. 

 

GOD wants the Born again Christian to be the head of the world but GOD also want this head 

to lead exactly like GOD HIMSELF does. GOD wants the Born again Christian leading to 

fairly provide the same rain and the same sun to both pagans and Christians without any 

discrimination. If I am he CEO of the company in charge of National Public Works and it 

happens that my enemy has the best technical qualifications for building a new school in a 

village, I hand over to him the market contract without any discrimination. I should not dodge 

the issue concerning the market contract in order to eliminate my enemy from competition. I 

should avoid rejoicing at my enemies’ death. By exclusively relying upon this first pan of the 

scale, Christianity has completely got lost in a slavery terrestrial pilgrimage. In fact in the 

verses of Mathew 5:44-48, GOD is addressing Christians who are governing the world. It is 

he who governs that is better placed to show unto the pagans, examples of GOD’s love and 

Justice. The verses of Mathew 5:44-48 are not convenient to slaves, for pagans and Satan’s 

soldiers understand nothing in a slave’s love. A slave has no choice. He is compelled and 

under bondage and if he shows any sign of love, it is imperceptible because he has no choice. 

The world is presently ruled by Skull and bones, Freemasons, Illuminatis, Bilderbergers, 

Rosicrucians, Trilateral Commission members, Jason group members, African satanic priests 

and Asiatic dragon priests. They are already ruling and they are the one sharing or 

withholding natural things of value in the world. What do you want them to understand in a 

love coming from lost and enslaved Christians? They have nothing to understand in and 

nothing to do with a love coming from their slaves and this is quite normal. 

It is a master who loves his servant and not the contrary. So love is for a Christianity ruling 

the world. 

 

The verses in Mathew 5: 44-48 talk of a Church in command of the world. They are 

addressed to Christians who are ruling as kings upon this natural world. Do you doubt 

about this? Then let’s together open our Bibles and read these verses. GOD says in verse 

45: “ That you may be sons of your Father in heaven. HE causes his sun to rise on the 

evil and the good, and sends rain on the righteous and the unrighteous” How does GOD 

show his love to sorcerers and pagans who hate HIM? By providing the same sun and 

rain to these enemies as well as to his own sons, the Born again Christians. And if GOD 

never had a sun to offer nor some rain to offer? The answer is simple; GOD would not 
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have been able to prove his love to his enemies. Who is that who supplies rain and sun? 

Who is HE who brings rain and sun to the world? The answer is simple, it is the KING. 

GOD can show of his love to all because he is KING, and as KING HE posses and share 

natural things indiscriminately the world over. It is through natural things that GOD 

shows of his love to his enemies and as stated by the Bible by two examples: the sun and 

the rain. 

What characterises GOD’s son? The Bible provides us with the answer. The son is he 

who does what he sees his Father doing.  

It is written in the Book of John 5: 19 

“ JESUS gave them this answer: I tell you the TRUTH, the SON can do nothing by 

HIMSELF; HE can do only what HE sees his FATHER doing, because whatever the 

FATHER does the SON also does” 

From this Biblical verse, our conclusion is immediate. In order to make proof of their 

love to their enemies as is done by GOD, the Christians and the Church has to be in 

possession of those valued earthly things in order to be the one who share them 

equitably and justly so as to show of their love to pagans. Yes, it is when we shall 

establish ourselves in command over the entire world; it is when we shall be the 

distributors of the riches of the natural world that we shall have the occasion to 

effectively practise the verses of Mathew 5: 44-48. These verses are convenient only to 

kings. If GOD hadn’t any sun or rain to share to the whole population of the world, how 

then would HE have shown of his love to his enemies the world over? Enemies are not 

spiritual. They are so insensible to spiritual things as gold means nothing to a pig. But 

they understand fast enough when it comes to possessing and sharing natural riches. 

How then can a Christian, a Church enslaved and deprived leadership positions in the 

natural world show their love to pagans who are ruling the world? Fools, you do not 

have any natural valued things like sun and rain to offer to your enemies because you 

have n governing position in this natural world. Then, do as GOD your FATHER by 

occupying the position of king in the world. It is only after we have occupied the position 

of kings here on earth that we shall be able to apply the verses of Mathew 5: 44-48 which 

are decrees declined only to kings and not slaves. 

 

2 Corinthians 8:12 says: “ For if the willingness is there, the gift is acceptable according to 

what one has, not according to what he does not have” 

Let’s not forget that this chapter 5 in the Book of Mathew is a totality of a coherent 

sermon by our Lord Jesus CHRIST JESUS ( the Beatitudes ) which sermon puts in 

place way to be followed by kings. This sermon is not addressing that slave eating the 

scraps under the table but kings, salt of the earth, light of the world set on a lampstand. 

Misled by the right, religious pyramids pretending to be super spiritual have put to 

birth since centuries, generations of Christians who are enslaved in the world but who 

are struggling to practise the decrees of Mathew 5:44-48 which are destined to kings 

ruling and not to slaves. Fools, there is the need to first of all take possession of the 

world in order to be able to practise these princely decrees. In fact we haven’t yet 

reached the moment of kingship. Slavery and childishness have a duration of two 

prophetic days: that is to say two thousand years, corresponding to the two days that the 

HEAD spent in the grave. The third day which is  the resurrection day starts in 2030 

and the moment of our resurrection that is to say the moment of maturity and royalty is 

near by. At this juncture many will certainly protest with the verse 44 of the Book of 

Mathew 5 which says  

“ But I tell you: Love your enemies and pray for those who persecute you” 
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This verse is undoubtedly talking of the persecuted Christianity and the persecuted 

Church. This verse has been in application for over two thousand years now. Since two 

prophetic days, since two thousand years we are the tail of the world and the footstool of 

the priests of Satan who are kings over the natural world. Imbalance and aberration 

consist of establishing this verse of Mathew 5: 44 as a permanent law to the Church 

from generation to generation. Today, the balanced Christians and Church has to know 

that we are rapidly moving toward our kingship dispensation. There is a time for the 

Body to be a slave spiritually dead (two days, as the HEAD in the grave) and there is a 

time to be a king spiritually resurrected (forty days, just as the HEAD after his 

resurrection). And when we shall be the distributors of the sun and the rain here on 

earth as kings, we shall be able to apply Mathew 5:45.  

The first pan of the scales streaming from Mathew 5: 44-48 contains two decrees. That of 

slavery which concerns the persecuted Christians and Church and which has been so well 

applied since two thousand years that we have established it as a permanent decree for us 

trough all generations nor matter the times and circumstances on earth. This decree has even 

become the principal testing criteria to determine if one is a genuine Christian. If through out 

the day you do not joyfully and silently undergo maltreatment, becoming by so doing the 

slave of the priests of Satan, then you are still too carnal; you are not yet a “spiritual 

Christian”. Tragic wandering to the right side of the Path. In addition to this decree of slavery, 

useful only   in the days of slavery which has been lasting for two thousand years, Mathew 

5:44-48 gives us a decree of kingship  and in it, tells us as kings what we shall have to do on 

earth as owners and distributors of the sun and the rain. 

Nowadays, the Christian and the Church who wish to gain back equilibrium that is to say join 

back the right Path which is GOD’s prophetic plan have to work diligently in order to quickly 

occupy the king position at the head of the natural world so as to execute that kingship portion 

of Mathew 5: 44-48. How then do we gain back our kingship over the earth? This question 

brings us to the second pan of the scales; that of Psalms 149: 5-8 ,  of  1 timothy 1:20 and of 

Jeremiah 1:10 
 

The second pan of the scales as far as our behaviour towards our enemies is concerned, 

reveals to us how to take back the kingship position over the natural world. This second scale 

is found in Psalms 149:5-8, in 1 Timothy 1:20 and in Jeremiah 1:10. 

The second pan of the scales that corresponds to the kingship dispensation towards which we 

are moving teaches us that this kingship demands a total spiritual violence. This second pan of 

the scales states that we shall not be able to built anything or to establish our kingship until we 

have completely destroyed and render to ruins the rebellious nations. This is very precise in 

Jeremiah 1:10. 
 

Psalms 149: 5-8 even adds it that it is our glory to use the double-edged Sword that is the 

WORD of GOD to inflict vengeance, judgment and punishment upon the rebellious nations. 

To become kings of the earth instead of Lucifer’s priests, we must bind Lucifer’s kings who 

are presently ruling with fetters and shackles of iron and proclaim severe destructive judgment 

upon them. Psalm 149: 5-8 is very precise in this matter. Streaming from his we see in 

1Timothy 1:20 the Apostle Paul judging and punishing Hymenaeus and Alexander by 

handing them over to the power of Satan so that they will stop blaspheming. The misled 

nowadays Christians would have advised Apostle Paul to show love and kindness to these two 

blasphemers and to pray for them. Apostle Paul being a balanced spiritual man, understands 

clearly that it is not love that is needed for these to Satan’s agents. Theirs is judgement. When 

Elymas, the priest of Satan opposes Apostle Paul’s Evangelisation, it is a storm of judgement 

that answers to the rebel. Today, those misled Christians wandering on the right side of the 
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Path pray to support these priests of darkness who put in place devilish laws forbidding to 

preach against homosexuality. 

 

The year 2030, which is the anniversary of our two days of childishness and of spiritual death 

is fast approaching and as balanced Christians, we have to relying now upon the second pan 

of the scales so as to gain back the kingship over the earth. It is the time to destroy the powers 

of darkness, the priests of darkness who are presently reigning as kings upon the earth which 

belongs to us ( Freemasons, Rosicrusians, Illuminatis, Bilderbergers, Jason group, Skull and 

bones, Bohemians, Asian dragon priest, Black witchcraft priest in Africa…) and to dismantle 

Lucifer’s world plans in order to set in our own reign. Two thousand years have passed away 

and the world is fed up with the Lamb Church. It is now the time to complete the revelation 

by establishing through out the world a Lion of Judah Church that devours, kills and drinks 

the blood of the wounded. Of course the fake pastors who during the day hold their Bibles in 

hand and attend lodges of darkness during the night consciously avoid  to preach about the 

Lion of Judah who roars, kills and devours. Nonetheless, it is towards this Lion dispensation 

that the Church is moving and any deviant step away from the Path leading to this Lion 

dispensation is a deep wandering. When, through war and spiritual destruction we shall gain 

back our kingship over the earth, only then shall we with ease distribute equitably and with 

good will the sun and the rain (natural things of natural value) to both our friends and enemies 

without discrimination as GOD provides rainfall to both the good and the wicked. By the way, 

lets note that Lucifer’s priesthood  does not know any magnanimity of this kind. Just have a 

look at the way these priests of Lucifer ruling presently, so systematically and with care 

exclude Born again Christians from all posts of leadership in the State government, in the 

Parliament, in public and private enterprises and then you will understand that it is time for 

kingship to change hands. For those who do not understand the times in which are that is the 

time for the Lamb to change into the Lion of Judah, please refer to the book entitled “ 

Multiplication according to GOD’s Model” which is available for free in the web site 

www.wordlwiderevival.org.  

 

 

The balanced Christian has a Biblical way of acting towards his enemies, according to the 

times and circumstances. When Stephen was about to die, GOD filled his heart with love so 

that he could forgive his murderers and this because amongst these murderers was found a 

certain Paul, a future Apostle of our Lord JESUS CHRIST. Because of the presence of Saul 

among the murderers GOD prevented Stephens from demanding vengeance. On the other pan 

of the scales,  we find Elisha cursing and destroying those wicket children insulting him, 

meanwhile Apostle Paul hands over Hymenaus and Alexander to Satan and judges Elymas 

heavily. And here comes the contestation from the apostate christianity who wrongly quote 

Ephesians 6:12 so as protect the priests of darkness from deadly blows and systematic 

destructive judgments proclaimed in fasting and prayer. 

In most Bible versions is found: “For our fight is not against flesh and blood, but against the 

rulers, against the authorities, against the powers of this dark world and against the spiritual 

forces of evil in the heavenly realms””  

Upon reading this verse, whole generations of Christians have come to understand that we 

should never pray directly for the destruction of physical persons who are Lucifer’s priests. 

This is one of the most tragic misconceptions which for centuries have offered Lucifer’s 

priests a peace they did not deserve at all. 

  

Here is what is written in the modern transcription of the Bible; a version paraphrased from 

original texts  

http://www.wordlwiderevival.org/
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“We do not have to fight only against our terrestrial nature, nor against simple enemies who 

are mortals, but against occult powers, against invisible dictators who from darkness 

kingdom want to control and lead our word, against the legion of demonic spirits found in the 

super natural realms, all of these being the agents of the head quarters of evil” 

  

Here we are. That precious term “only” which is not found amongst the majority of versions 

is here restored and as a result, the usual comprehension is changed. If I should affirm this 

statement: “I am not only fighting against Luke, nor against Paul, but against Peter”.  Will you 

then conclude that I never fight against Luke?  No. I have instead declared that my fight is not 

only directed against Luke. I have said that in addition to fighting against Luke, I also fight 

against Paul and even against Peter. This is exactly what Ephesians 6:12 says to us when we 

have a close look at the modern transcription version of the Bible. The Born again Christian is 

fighting against his own terrestrial nature and also against simple mortal enemies (Satan’s 

priests who are human beings like you) and he equally fights against occult forces, against 

invisible dictators and against the legions of demonic spirits. All these battles are fought with 

spiritual weapons ( fasting and prayers, WORD of GOD, BLOOD of JESUS, praise ). It is 

clear that we equal destroy those simple mortal enemies who are Lucifer’s priests across the 

world and it is by making use of our spiritual weapons that we achieve this glorious duty as it 

is said in Psalms 149: 5-8. Yes Psalms 149: 5-8 says that this duty is a glorious one and if you 

pretend to be over spiritual to bare such verses, then close your Bible and stop pretending to 

be a Christian. Fool, are you the creator of love or are you more spiritual than GOD who 

wrote the Bible? Love means to hit and destroy Satan and his priests such as to protect the rest 

of mankind against them. So you the love specialist, you prefer to hand over five billions 

persons as slaves to Lucifer and his priests because you are so spiritual.  

Christians should seriously take time to read the modern version of Ephesians 6:12 so as to 

measure the extent of the depth of the wandering to the right side of the Path, which 

wandering has enable Lucifer’s priests to safely operate on earth for over two thousand years 

without being stroke down. This again is what is said in the version “Amplified Bible” edited 

by ZONDERVAN, Great falls, Michigan 49530. 

 

“ For we are not wrestling with flesh and blood [contending only with physical opponents], 

but against the despotism, against [ the masters master spirits who are ] the world rulers of 

this present darkness, against the spirits forces of wickedness in the heavenly ( supernatural ) 

sphere” 

 

Have we noticed the term “only”? Yes we’ve noticed it. Then what are we waiting to hit and 

destroy physical enemies who are the priests of Lucifer? 

Any Christian understanding the English language discover that in this other Bible version 

which has as objective to restore in a rather authentic manner those original Greek and 

Hebrew texts, it is clearly said that in addition to our physical adversaries we are equally 

fighting against spirits forces, dominations and despotisms. It is the weapons that are uniquely 

spiritual but the adversaries to be destroyed are physical as well as spirituals. And behold the 

apostate Christianity wandering on the right side of the Path and pretending to be super 

spiritual has declared that she loves Satan’s priest more than GOD and centuries has abstained 

form carrying destructive fasting and prayers programs against Lucifer’s priests. Oholiba the 

prostitute who shouts alleluias and talks of the HOLY SPIRIT even though she is an expert in 

lies telling even pretend that abstaining oneself from striking the priests of darkness in prayer 

is a proof of high spirituality. This is a tragic wandering on the right side of the Path. Fool, do 

you claim to be more just than GOD? Then you better start to practise those things 
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enumerated in the Bible than trying to deal with things too great for you. In Psalms 139:12-

22, we find David, a man after GOD’s heart praying for the death of the wicked man and 

declaring his hatred for the wicked.  

Today the apostate Christianity instead of following David’s step, declares itself more 

spiritual than David and quickly close away the Biblical verses of Psalms 139: 12-22. And 

here comes the intellectual question asked by Babylon the great, she who for the past 1 800 

years has been preventing the believers from reading the Bible, giving them instead some 

pictures and statutes of so called saints to worship: “Which exact version of the Bible should 

we then be reading given that there are so many versions of it?” As an answer to this question 

which serves as a pretext to this rebellious Babylon the great, the Bible says in 1 Corinthians 

3:21-23:  

“So then, no more boasting about men! All things are yours, whether Paul or Appolos or 

Cephas or the world or life or death or thepresent or the future-all are yours, and you are of 

CHRIST, and CHRIST is of GOD” 

Fool, all versions of the Bible written by theologians inspired by the HOLY SPIRIT 

(excluding those false bibles invented by the rebellious Babylon the great so as to mislead the 

world ) belong to us and it will depend on us to make the best out of them according to that 

which gives us the best advantage in a given situation. These versions do not contradict 

themselves, and it will depend on us to make the maximum best of it. If a particular version 

does not maximize our advantage against Satan in a given situation, then we have to move to 

another version which grants us the maximum advantage against Lucifer in that given 

situation. All these versions belong to us and we have to make the best out of them as for as 

our fight against Lucifer and his priests is concerned, moving from one version to another in 

other to obtain on a permanent basis the maximum advantage against Satan. If a particular 

version does not insist on the fact that I should also strike physical enemies who are the 

priests of Satan, I move quickly to the version which puts emphasis on the fact that I should 

also include Satan’s priests in the list of targets to destroy in prayer and I stand on this version 

to strike. That is how I have to behave for warfare is not a piece of theatre. I am not the one 

saying, GOD is the ONE who has said in one of the Bible’s versions and I simply jump into 

practising what is said in that version which gives me a tremendous advantage. And if 

somebody is angry against that, he should then take upon himself the duty to cancel the Bible 

from the face of the earth or, if he is able to do so, he should sue GOD! 

 

 

 

In conclusion, what then shall a Christian do when confronted by his enemies? The 

answer is found in 2 Corinthians 2:15-16. 

“For we are to GOD the aroma of CHRIST among hose who are being saved and those 

who are perishing. To the one we are the smell of death; to the other, the fragrance of life. 

And who is equal to such a task?” 

The word of GOD is completely against the fake “pastors” who tell lies in their stony and 

wooden temples every Sunday. The Bible says that as a Born again Christian, I carry a smell 

of death which kills those who are destined to hell.  

What then am I reading in this Bible? I have as mission to kill some by giving them the smell 

of death? Oh Lord please remove this verse from the Bible, it is so disturbing to me because I 

am a super spiritual full of goodness. No, there surely is a theological interpretation that 

shows that it is not of death that is being pointed out in this verse.  

This is that earthly and diabolic reasoning that has completely misled to the right side of the 

Path the apostate Christianity for almost two thousands years now. Nonsense! Being a 

Christian means following what is written. Yes, it is also written that I have as mission to give 
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the smell of death to those destined for death that is to kill and destroy Satan’s priests. Lucifer 

and his demons have no need of death, since they are spirits. We are only left with one 

category of these who are destined to death and to whom we must give death: those 

individuals who are priests of Lucifer and who make use of Satan’s power so as to establish 

Lucifer’s reign in the quarters, in the villages, in towns, in countries and in the whole word. 

At the same time that through fasting, prayer and predication I give death to these soldiers of 

Lucifer, I equally provide those destined for salvation with life. Such is the duty of the 

balanced Christian and Church. 

Those Christian who obtain from GOD the grace to provide from time to time deliverance to 

some priests of Lucifer has misled the whole of Christianity by propagating the false doctrine 

which states that we have to systematically intercede for the salvation of Lucifer’s priests. 

Fool. How can you change a specific grace destined for some particular individuals into a law, 

putting the whole Church under the curse of the law of softness and gentleness toward Satan’s 

soldiers? 

 

As far as those priests of darkness are concerned, I engage myself before hand in a war 

against them as is stated in 2 Corinthians 2: 15-16 and if the HOLY SPIRIT exceptionally 

reveals to me that here is amongst them one who is destined for salvation, I will pray for his 

salvation while at the same time destroying the others through fasting and praying. This is 

what the balanced Christian and Church, does. As a fragrance of LIFE I give life on one pan 

of the scales to those destined for salvation and as a smell of death, I give death on the other 

pan of the scales to those destined for death. Such are the balanced Christian and the balanced 

Church.  

Which law am I then to follow, when it comes to my enemies? I am only submitted to the law 

of freedom that gives freedom. I am freed from the law, which means that at one moment I 

react in a way and at another moment, I react in a completely different way according to the 

particular proportion of the Bible on which the HOLY SPIRIT insist. In order to exercise his 

freedom towards the law which leads to death, the Christian needs two things: the knowledge 

of the WORD of GOD and the discernment of the Voice of the HOLY SPIRIT in order to 

know which is the suitable WORD of GOD for a given situation. At one point GOD will 

recommend me Psalm 149:5-8 asking me to destroy all the soldiers of darkness attacking me 

and at another, HE will command me to behave like Stephen that is to show love to an 

unbeliever attacking me. All depends on the time and circumstances set by the HOLY 

SPIRIT.  

As far as spiritual dominations, principalities, authorities and wicked spirits are concerned, 

GOD’s other is permanent: attack and destroy them trough fasting and prayer. 

 

 

SIXTH EXAMPLE OF EQULIBRIUM: DOUBLE 

CITIZENSHIP OF THE BORN AGAIN CHRISTIAN 

 

As concerns citizenship, the two pans of the scales are given on the one hand in Philippians 

3 : 20 and on the other hand in Acts 22 :25. 

The first pan of the scales says in Philippians 3 :20 , « But our citizenship is in heaven. And 

we eagerly await a Saviour from there, the Lord JESUS CHRIST» 
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The second pan of the scales says in Acts 22:25   “As they stretched him out to flog him, Paul 

said to the centurion standing there, Is it legal for you to flog a Roman citizen who hasn’t 

even been found guilty?”  

The Born again Christian is on the one hand a citizen of Heaven and on the other hand a 

citizen of a country on earth. And a citizen is characterised by a number of rights and duties 

linked to his citizenship. This is the double citizenship that every balanced Christian should 

have and assume properly. 

Before giving more details on this double citizenship of the Born again Christian, let us make 

it clear that each priest has a double citizenship. The priests of Lucifer, human beings like you 

and me, also have a double citizenship. They are citizens of the kingdom of darkness in the 

spiritual realm and they are citizens of countries on earth as well. Next let us know that the 

category of spiritual citizens who on earth hold the secular government necessarily implement 

and enforce a system of laws, rules and behaviours which favour those of its spiritual 

kingdom. When the citizens of the kingdom of darkness hold on earth the leadership positions 

of States, governments, public and private enterprises, public and private institutions, 

parliaments, judicial systems, they progressively make laws and rules which favour the 

priesthood of Lucifer, therefore gradually stifling the apostate christianity. This is what has 

been happening openly since 2000 years, since two days of spiritual childhood of the Church. 

Open the Books of 1 Kings and 2 Kings and read in them what happens in Israel each time an 

impious king comes to power in Israel or in Judah or equally what happens when a king 

fearing GOD replaces an impious king in one of those two kingdoms. What you will read in 

those two Books is what happens at a world scale because Deuteronomy 32:8 says that the 

history of Israel reveals to us the history of the world: “ When the MOST HIGH gave the 

nations their inheritance, when HE divided all mankind, HE set up boundaries for the peoples 

according to the number of the sons of Israel ” 

Let us come back to our double citizenship. 

The first pan of the scales which is given in Philippians 3:20 remind us that we are citizens of 

Heavens. Generally, Born again Christians quickly acknowledge and understand this first 

citizenship. But for centuries we have been uniquely concentrating on this first pan of the 

scales and this has resulted into a great imbalance to the right. Nowadays, we are 

overwhelmed with childish questions such as «  should Christians rule the country ?» “ should 

a Born again Christian stand as candidate in elections ? ” « Is politics not a sin ?». Nonsense! 

Politics has become a sin because the priests of darkness who are the only politicians impose 

their rules of conduct inspired to them by Lucifer. And how are you going to change the 

political system if not by being part the top of the political field and by re-establishing the 

Bible as source of rules and behaviour regulating the political system?  

Before the beginning of the terrestrial Revival and Salvation Ministry of the Lord JESUS 

CHRIST, John the Baptist filled with the spirit which was in Elijah, announces the Arrival of 

the Messiah. GOD confirms in Mathew :11-14 that John the Baptist is the Elijah who had to 

come before the terrestrial Revival and Salvation of our Lord JESUS CHRIST and this is an 

unchangeable principle of GOD. Before this second and last World Wide Exodus, GOD is in 

need of true Prophets filled with the spirit which was in Elijah to announce what HE is about 

to do because his principles has not changed. But, today, the apostate church follows Elijah 

and tries to do as Elijah without searching for Elijah’s cloak that is the double portion of the 

spirit that was in Elijah. This apostate church lost to the right side of the Path tries to 

announce the Gospel without being Elijah who should come before the revival of the world. 

The nowadays apostate church lost to the right only knows the celestial citizenship. It firmly 

runs after Elijah since Gilgal. Elijah urges the apostate church lost to the right side of the Path 
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to remain on earth but the apostate church lost to the right insists on following Elijah. At 

Bethel, the apostate church lost to the right insists on following Elijah. At Jericho, the 

apostate church lost to the right insists once more on following Elijah. Then the apostate 

church lost to the right crosses the Jordan to follow Elijah. But what is this apostate church 

lost to the right looking for since she has started running after Elijah, that is making noise all 

over the world in stony temples pretending she is building GOD’s spiritual Temple? The 

answer is simple: the apostate church lost to the right side of the Path wants to immediately go 

to Heaven with Elijah in the same chariot of fire and horses. This apostate church lost to the 

right is not interested in the cloak of Elijah which gives its bearer power and authority to 

return and rule on earth. The apostate Christianity lost to the right wants like a baby, to take 

place immediately in the chariot fire with Elijah. It is for this reason that this apostate church 

has fathered since two thousand years generations of spiritual childish Christians who tremble 

at the idea of confronting and defeating Freemasons, Rosicrucians, Bildergbergers, members 

of the Council on Foreign Relations, members of the Jason group, priests of African black 

satanism , priests of Asian dragons, Illuminatis , Bohemians so as to take back from their 

hands the government of the world created by GOD. The apostate church lost to the right 

wants rapture straight away, such as a baby crying in order to obtain its milk there and then. 

The thirst for immediate rapture of which suffers the apostate church lost to the right is as 

profound as its fear of priests of darkness and of the Antichrist. If the unbelievers are as many 

as stars in the sky and the Born again Christians as scarce as water in the Saharan desert, no 

problem. The apostate church lost to the right side of the Path declares that the evangelisation 

of the world is over and that we are just awaiting the rapture which is already at hand. Since 

the persecution under the Roman Empire, the apostate church lost to the right which does not 

discern that we are fast moving toward a dispensation of reign, toward the end of two days of 

spiritual death in the tomb, has established the persecution gospel as the permanent law for 

Christianity all trough generations and times. This law giving death to Christianity is quite 

simple: if you are persecuted and maintained in slavery by priests of darkness, it is a sign 

which proves that you are an authentic Christian. You should even sigh to be thrown as meat 

to lions like our predecessors under the Roman Empire.  Of what use then are the Bible verses 

which says that I am the head ( and not the tail ), the light of the world? The apostate church 

lost to the right of the Path does not know the answer. When the priests of darkness prevent 

the apostate church lost to the right from preaching against homosexuality, it concludes that it 

is a sign of the imminent coming of the Antichrist. It does not conclude that those satanic laws 

forbidding to preach against homosexuality are a trigger of fierce spiritual world wide warfare 

against Satan and his priests. Topics for fasting and prayer concerning the country? There is 

only one topic: peace in the country. Fool, what do you have to do with peace in a world 

governed by the priests of Lucifer? It is after having uprooting, tearing down and overthrown 

at a world wide scale in Satan’s camp that you will have a clear vision on how to establish the 

reign of GOD’s Priests everywhere, as it is written is Jeremiah 1 :10. And behold the fool 

invents the lie of human government. Human government does not exist. Only priests govern 

and they do so on behalf of their spiritual master. You must now acknowledge that since your 

country exist as a Republic, all the heads of state who have ruled one after another for 

centuries belongs to lodges of darkness, nor matter the democratic system. Where have you 

then learnt this notion of “ human government ”? You ought to do like Elisha. Follow Elijah 

in order to pick up his cloak and after collecting this cloak turn back to the earth and reign for 

forty prophetic days, that is to say for forty thousand years. You have been slumbering for 

two prophetic days in the grave were the HEAD spent two days in death and now, you are to 

resurrect from your childhood in 2030, at the beginning of the third day. You the Body, won’t 

you follow the same Path the HEAD followed? The HEAD arose on the third day and so must 

you. You must get up at the beginning of the third day and from there on, you will give to the 
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whole world and for forty days, the proof that the resurrection of the HEAD is not a tale  for 

kids. You have been a lamb for almost two thousand years now and when it is time for you to 

suddenly change into the Lion of Judah for forty thousand years, you start doubting and 

trembling, enslaved by the diabolic law of perpetual persecution. In many African ethnic 

groups there is a culture of frightening the children who do not want to go to bed quickly by 

telling them that hideous spirits will spring from the forest and deal with them if they do not 

go to bed quickly. Do the same with the apostate Christianity wandering on the right side of 

the Path; tell it that the antichrist will be so furious if it dare destroying the Freemasons, the 

Illuminatis, the Bohemians, the Rosicrucians, the Skull and bones, the priests of Asian 

dragons, the priests of African satanic cults in order to take back the government of the world. 

It is to correct the wandering on the right side of the Path that GOD firmly reminds us that 

apart from our heavenly citizenship, we also have to assume our terrestrial citizenships. This 

is the second pan of the scales. Let’s then share about this second pan of the scales. 

 

The second pan of the scales is given in the Book of Acts 22: 25 

It states that we are also citizens of our terrestrial countries. A citizen has rights and duties 

attached to his citizenship. Duties? But what kind of duties? The nowadays apostate 

Christianity does not know the answer to this question because in its urge to quit the earth in a 

haste, it has ignored the fundamental stake of the world . The fundamental stake of the world 

is the priesthood. GOD maintains us on this earth after our salvation for one single goal: 

establishing HIS Priesthood dominion in terrestrial nations. And the Biblical history of Israel 

in the books of Kings and Chronicles shows clearly that he who governs a country, the public 

and private organizations imposes his priesthood’s rules to all. Since the Eden Garden, 

Lucifer who has been defeated in Heaven and hurled down to the earth with his angels ( the 

demons ) has one single goal: establishing the dominion of his own priesthood on earth.  

There is only one duty on earth for us Born again Christians and this duty is well explained in 

the Book of Matthew 6: 9-13. Let us read in Matthew 6: 9-13 how does our Lord JESUS 

CHRIST teaches us how to pray.  

 “This, then, is how you should pray: 

Our FATHER in Heaven, hallowed be your Name, your Kingdom come, your will be done on 

earth as it is in Heaven. 

Give us today our daily bread. 

Forgive us our debts, as we also have forgiven our debtors. 

And lead us not into temptation, but deliver us from the evil one” 

 

This prayer taught to us directly by GOD explains to us that there is no more problem in 

Heaven because the Kingdom of GOD is already well established there. If we are useful in 

anyway to GOD, it is certainly not in Heaven, for it is stated in the Bible that there exists 

absolutely no problem there. GOD wants us to pray for a single purpose: the establishment of 

his Kingdom here on earth. GOD says clearly that He needs ( yes HE needs ) our action in 

prayer for the establishment of his Kingdom here on earth, as it is in Heaven. Can GOD alone 

and without our contribution establish his Kingdom on earth as HE did in Heaven? No, it is 

impossible for GOD to do so; HE absolutely needs our prayers for the establishment of his 

Kingdom on earth. But why?  After all GOD has defeated Satan in Heaven and hurled him 

down to the earth without our help. So why is it impossible for HIM to do the same here on 

earth? The answer is that GOD has given by his faithful WORD the ownership of the earth to 

us Born again Christians and it is not possible for GOD to revert this.  Let’s take a natural 

example to understand. You give a house to your twenty one years old son and from this point 
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he becomes the owner of the said house. Will you after this invade his house at midnight to 

fire orders at him under the pretext that you are the one who gave him the house? No you will 

never do so. If even you want to pay your son a visit at his house, you will politely ask for 

permission and if he refuses, you will humbly submit to his decision. It is the same between 

GOD and his Church. In Ephesians 1:11 and in 1 Corinthians 3:21-23, GOD made us his heirs 

and the owners of the earth and all in it. So accordingly, HE cannot act on earth in one way or 

in another, without our prayers giving HIM the right to do so. Are you afraid of destroying the 

priests of Satan and the world government of Satan in fasting and prayers? Continue to 

tremble for centuries and nothing will change. GOD will do nothing because there are no 

warfare prayers giving HIM the right to send Angels to destroy those priests of darkness and 

their world government in your farm which is the earth. The will of GOD is unique and this 

will is our sole duty as citizens of terrestrial countries: the establishment of the Kingdom 

of GOD that is the dominion of GOD’s Priesthood on earth. And in the Books of Kings, 

GOD revealed to us that it is the one assuming the leadership at the head of a country 

who imposes his master’s priesthood.  
The prayer for the establishment of GOD’s Kingdom on earth has nothing to do with chance. 

It must be done according to Jeremiah 1:10. 

We must first of all destroy and ruin the luciferan order, the luciferan priesthood, the luciferan 

priests who lead terrestrial countries and after this first step we have to seize the government 

over every country in order to impose the rules of GOD’s Priesthood. Such is our sole duty as 

citizens of terrestrial countries. GOD has only one need on earth: his Priesthood must have 

dominion in the terrestrial country of which you are citizen. So your duty do not consist of 

paying taxes and respect the road code. Of course, those are good actions but the duty given to 

you by GOD is unique: imposing GOD’s Priesthood to your terrestrial country of which you 

are citizen and you have to do this trough fasting and prayers. 

 

 

Apostate churches wandering on the right side of the Path, pretend to be more spiritual 

than GOD and so they proclaim every where that the Gospel is their only priority. 

Fools! What do you seek, when you announce the Gospel worldwide? You seek for the 

construction of a spiritual Temple for GOD; which Temple is the Church. If it is the 

House of GOD, the Church ( this Church being your own House also) which is your 

objective, therefore, this is the scheduling of building given to you by GOD, and this 

scheduling is not hidden in the stars, it is in your Bible. 

This is the scheduling of your work, revealed by the Wisdom of GOD in Proverbs 24:27 

“Finish your outdoor work and get your fields ready; 

After that, build your house” 

Foolish builder! If it for GOD that you build, stop pretending to be more spiritual than 

the ALMIGHTY. First of all, make sure that you have finished your outdoor work. Also 

make sure that you have first of all put your farm in order before thinking about 

building your house. Your farm is the world and the Bible shouts it to your ears in 

Matthew 13:38. Your farm is not the Church your house. Your farm is he world! The 

descendants of Jeroboam the son of Nebat have they become deaf? Your farm is the 

world and GOD says that you must first of all put this farm in order. “ Put the farm first 

of all in order” says GOD “ Fist of all work to govern and change the world” says GOD. 

“ Start by taking governance of the world and bring in order to the world ” shouts GOD 

in Proverbs 24: 27. Finish getting ready the world economy, the world politics, the 

international relations and then, and then, build your House which is the Church. First 

of all the vertical arm of the cross of Golgotha in order to link the earth to the Heaven 
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and then the horizontal arm of the same cross in order to embrace all the peoples of the 

earth. 

Why then has GOD established this scheduling? It is because HE has equally established 

a spiritual law, which implies that anyone governing the natural world must impose his 

master’s priesthood. The history of the Kings of Israel after Solomon clearly reveals this 

spiritual law. Born again Christians, we must first of all take back the government of the 

world from the priests of darkness thanks to spiritual warfare and then after becoming 

the rulers of the earth, we shall easily evangelise the whole earth. 

 

 

The Christian citizen also has rights, and my first right is the right to preach all the contents of 

my Bible. Today, Lucifer and his priests have gone extreme in daring: they now decide on 

what I have to preach or should not preach; such is the reason why I cannot preach against 

homosexuality. And what is the apostate church’s answer? Just trembling and childishness. 

 

GOD wants a balanced Church, which assumes at the same time its citizenship on earth and 

its heavenly nationality. We could have consoled our selves if the wandering and lying stony 

and wooden temples which ignore the earthly citizenship had at least established the heavenly 

nationality. Unfortunately, the three deceitful pyramids Babylon the great which is specialist 

of incense and incantations, Ohola which rejects the inheritance of Martin Luther and Oholiba 

which talks of the HOLY SPIRIT while she is baptised of the spirit of Baalam have deceived 

the whole earth with their anti biblical practises, preventing the world population to access to 

the heavenly citizenship. Fake sunday services, fake baptism, fake tongues spoken in huge 

crowds without any interpretation, fake supper, lies on tithes and offerings, rejection of the 

model which GOD has grant us for the construction of the Church; such are some examples of 

lies used by those three harlots to mislead the whole earth far from GOD’s Priesthood. 

 

 

 

SEVENTH EXAMPLE OF EQUILIBRIUM: PRAYER FOR 

THOSE WHO GOVERN 
 

 

 

 

 

In the first pan of the scales, GOD orders us to support in prayers our leaders. It should be 

said an attentive examination of this first pan of the scales throws more light on GODs will as 

far as the world is concern: the establishment and enforcement of GOD’s reign on earth. 

Meanwhile, an apostate christianity wandering on the right side of the Path and declaring 

itself more just than the WORD of GOD written in the Bible has decided to go beyond what is 

written. Let’s look at the facts. 

It is written in 1 Timothy 2:1-2  

 

“ I urge, then, first of all, that requests, prayers, intercession and thanksgiving be made for 

everyone- 

For kings and all those in authority, that we may live peaceful and quiet lives in all godliness 

and holiness ”. 
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What is GOD’s objective here? GOD wants that the earth should only posses a particular 

category of kings: kings promoting peace, piety and honesty. Who then is the Prince of peace? 

It is GOD HIMSELF. Who is the giver of peace? Does the impious priests of Lucifer have 

within themselves any peace to offer? Can one give what you do not have in your inward? In 

fact GOD is here repeating in those verses above what HE has always been saying in many 

other Biblical verses: 

“Pray that my reign be established here on earth as it is heaven” 

 

 Forgetting GOD’s objective we have completely sunk into abominable intercessions and 

abominable thanksgivings. Priests of darkness disguised into “pastors” sit upon their thrones 

at the summit of religious pyramids, regularly organize fasting and prayer sessions for their 

brothers of darkness; the freemasons, rosicrucians, illuminatis, bonesmans, priests of African 

satanism, priests of Asian satanism who are ruling the States of the world and are actively 

working for the implementation of Lucifer’s world government. And behold, Christians 

perishing because of lack of knowledge, fast and pray for those priests of darkness governing 

our countries. Foolish wanderer on the right side of the Path. The skull and bones governing 

your country has nothing to do with peace. He is willing to destroy half of the earth if 

necessary to make sure that he and his colleagues of darkness ruling multi national companies 

are in control of the world wide petroleum reserves.  

 

Fools, are you not already confused because of the abundant prayers and thanksgivings you 

offered for “brother” Adolphe HITLER while this Lucifer’s servant was casting the Jews 

according to the flesh into fire and gas chambers? Yes, while “brother” Adolphe HITLER was 

casting the Jews into gas chambers, overwhelming number of Christians were praying for 

GOD to grant him protection and wisdom because soldiers of darkness disguised into 

“pastors” taught them that “we must obey to authority because all authorities are from GOD”. 

Fools, you rendered abominable prayers and thanksgiving from 1939 to 1945 because you 

chose to obey men and not what is written by GOD in your Bible. It is written that you should 

obey to a precise type of authorities: those who fight against evil, who punish evildoers and 

elevate those who do good. Just 50 years after your abominable prayers and thanksgivings for 

“brother” Adolphe HITLER, prayers and thanksgivings which you tend to hide nowadays as 

if something can be hidden from GOD, you and your satanic fake “pastors” are now 

multiplying prayers and thanksgivings for the African dictators who after establishing the 

reign of lodges of darkness, have destroyed billions in Africa by stealing away all the riches. 

Pretending to be spiritual, you are now praying for the skull and bones, the illuminatis, the 

freemasons and rosicrusians leading your nation toward the world government of Satan. The 

wanderer pretends that GOD has a plan even in HITLER’s government. Are GOD’s plans 

hidden in the skies? No, they are written in your Bible and in your Bible, GOD clearly says 

that HE want one precise category of kings to rule on earth: those who grant peace, 

tranquillity, those who fight against evil and promote good.  

And which persons on earth have within themselves peace and good to give? The Bible says 

that only Born again Christians have received peace and goodness from the Lord JESUS 

CHRIST. The plan of GOD is clear: pray for Born again Christians to take back the 

government ( Yes, spiritual, political, economical, judicial, parliamentarian, presidential 

governments ) from Lucifer’s priests all over the world.  

 

Knowing the apostate christianity capacity to be misled to the right side of the TRUTH, GOD 

has come back in full force in Romans 13:1- 4 so as to precise the type of authority we have 

to support with fasting and prayers.  Romans 13:1- 4says: 
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“Everyone must submit himself to the governing authorities, for there is no authority except 

that which GOD has established. The authorities that exist have been established by GOD. 

Consequently, he who rebels against the authority is rebelling against what GOD has 

instituted, and those who do so will bring judgment on themselves. For rulers hold no terror 

for those who do right, but for those who do wrong. Do you want to be free from fear of the 

one in authority? Then do what is right and he will commend you. For he is GOD’s servant to 

do you good. But if you do wrong, be afraid, for he does not bear the sword for nothing. He is 

GOD’s servant, an agent of wrath to bring punishment on the wrongdoer” 

  

Did GOD ask us to be submitted to any authority? No GOD very well precise the type of 

authority to which we as Born again Christians should be submitted. It is the authority that 

commends those practicing good and punishes those who practice evil. The Bible says it is the 

authority which is GOD’s servant to do me good. Now, are the freemasons and rosicrusians 

who are holding all the government posts and who are plotting to establish the rule of Satan in 

your country authorities to whom you should submit? The Bible says no. In Psalm 149: 5-8, 

GOD says that you should instead carry out fasting and prayers against those evildoers kings 

in other to bind them with fetters and shackles of iron. Putting aside GOD’s objective which is 

clearly written in the Bible, generations of priests of darkness disguised into “pastors” have 

misled Christianity to the right side of the TRUTH with a satanic teaching: “we have to 

submit to authority”. 

And behold, the Christian misled to the right spiritualizes Lucifer’s lies and pray in favour of 

Satan’s priests who lead our nations toward the Lucifer’s worldwide government. From the 

bottom of darkness Lucifer is making a mockery of such childish Christianity which does not 

have confidence in the WORD of GOD written in the Bible but instead believe stories from 

fake “pastors”. It is written that we should summit only to that authority which commends 

good and punishes evil. And if this type of authority does not exist in your village, in your 

town, in your country or even upon the entire world? The answer is found in the second pan 

of the scales. Let us look at it. 

 

Second pan of the scales:  Psalms 149:5-9 

 

“ Let the Saints rejoice in this honour and sing for joy on their beds. 

May the praise of GOD be in their mouths and a double-edged sword in their hands, to inflict 

vengeance on the nations and punishment on the peoples, to bind their kings with fetters, their 

nobles with shackles of iron, to carry out the sentence written against them. 

This is the glory of all his Saints. 

Praise the LORD” 

 

Here GOD is giving a clear order to us concerning the priest of darkness who are ruling our 

countries and who are punishing good in order to establish the world government of Lucifer. 

We have been ordered to bind those impious kings who have established the reign of evil in 

countries. We have been ordered by GOD to execute against them all the judgment already 

written against them in the Bible by GOD, so as to overthrow them and reign in their stead. 

Yes reign in their stead because such is the plan of GOD.  

 

GOD has already written severe judgments in the Bible against those evil kings but all those 

judgment are of no effect unless we execute them ourselves in fasting and prayers. GOD will 

never do the work for us because it is our duty. It is GOD’s duty to write down the 

judgements in the Bible and equip us with the POWER of the HOLY GHOST and it is our 
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duty to execute those judgments upon impious kings ruling nations and leading the world 

toward the world government of Satan. Such is the division of labour. 

Born again Christians, it is our glory to overthrow in fasting and prayers those impious kings 

leading our villages, cities, countries and carry and who are plotting in secret for the coming 

of Lucifer’s world government. 

 

Also in this second pan of the scales, we find 1 Corinthians 2:15 

“The spiritual man makes judgments about all things, but he himself is not subject to any 

man’s judgment”” 

I make judgment about all things? Yes about all things including the politics of countries, the 

economics of countries, and the move of the natural world. And behold, the Christian misled 

to the right pretend to be too spiritual to judge the freemasons, the rosicrusians, the 

illuminatis, the skull and bones, the bilderbergers, the bohemians who are leading countries 

and are working for the establishment of Lucifer’s world government. 

But a Church entirely and only occupied by conquering power and taking over the control of 

the natural world will be misled to the left. In addition to this vertical branch of the cross that 

is establishing the dominion of GOD’s Priesthood upon the earth by seizing back the political, 

social and economical power, we have to firmly keep on evangelising and changing the world 

spiritually, so as to maintain our balance. The going astray by the left side of the Path is not 

the order of the day, given that for centuries, we have concentrated only on evangelisation, 

ignoring the importance of conquering and taking over the control of this world and by so 

doing we have completely gone astray by the right side of the TRUTH. Let’s take a look at 

the cross of Golgotha. This cross has in all priority a vertical branch that links earth to heaven. 

This branch is of priority to GOD, and it symbolizes the Church that conquers and takes over 

power over the world and establishes on earth the dominion of GOD’s Priesthood. Ever since 

the Eden Garden, GOD has one priority: the conquering of the earth’s government from 

Lucifer. And who is in charge of this work? It is the Church. GOD has already sent out 

Lucifer from Heaven (even if HE admits him from time to time in his presence) and it is up to 

the Church to chase Lucifer out from the earth as it is said in John 12:31. Drive away Lucifer 

from the earth? Where should he then go? Fools, we chase Lucifer from the earth for him to 

go to the place pointed out to him by John 12: 31. The vertical branch of the cross is GOD’s 

priority. And behold, for centuries now, we have only concentrated upon the horizontal 

branch of the cross of Golgotha that is to say, announcing the Gospel. Before horizontally 

embracing the people of the earth, we first have to be very strong and powerful, and those 

strength and power will come from the vertical branch; our reign at the head of the natural 

world and the dominion of GOD’s Priesthood all over the earth. It because we have reversed 

the two GOD’s priorities, the two vertical and horizontal branches of the cross of Golgotha 

that we find ourselves today in such a great distress that we try to run away from the earth 

upon which GOD has by his HOLY WORD established us as proprietors. The heir is still a 

child that is a slave and he spiritualizes his slavery, pretending to be more spiritual than the 

Bible. Ever since the Eden Garden, the earth has always been a place of total spiritual war for 

government and the priority for the Church now is the conquering of kingship at the head of 

the world thank to an unlimited spiritual warfare against Satan and the humans who are his 

priests. Childishness must stop now. Once positioned at the head of the world, we should be 

careful as not to forget that for which we are established there: “Pray that my reign be 

established here on earth as it is heaven” 
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EIGTH EXAMPLE OF EQUILIBRIUM: THE CHRISTIAN 

AND HIS NATURAL FAMILY. 

 
Lets start with the first pan of the scales, which is found in Luke 12:49 and in 

Mathew 12:48-50 . 

It is written in Luke 12 :49-53 

« I have come to bring fire on the earth, and how I wish it were already kindled! But I have a 

baptism to undergo, and how distressed I am until it is completed! Do you think I came to 

bring peace on earth? No, I tell you, but division. From now on there will be five in one 

family divided against two and two against three. They will be divided, father against son and 

son against father, mother against daughter and daughter against mother, mother-in-law 

against daughter-in-law and daughter-in-law against mother-in-law” 

 

Generally, the Born again Christian is supposed to hear this WORD of Mathew 12: 48-50 on 

the very day of his conversion. This because from the Eden Garden, Lucifer took it upon 

himself to eradicate the holy lineage by mixing together the holy race and the divine race. In 

the exception of some few sons and daughters who according to the flesh are born of parents 

who are Born again Christians, the pagan newly converted generally has a spiritual heritage 

which is more or less of devilish origin. It is this father according to the flesh who is initiated 

in a lodge of freemasonry and who suddenly turns against his converted son without unveiling 

the real reason of his sudden animosity. It is that witch mother according to the flesh who 

heavily hates her converted daughter without explaining why. Normal hatred because the 

forces and powers of darkness with which the witch mother previously controlled her 

daughter are now weakened and overcome by the presence of the HOLY SPIRIT in the 

converted daughter.  In our overwhelming majority, we Born again Christians are from 

natural families of which many members ( at times even are our direct natural parents! ) are 

soldiers of Satan . This explains why conflicts and chaos usually invade a family when one 

member is converted. Children all of sudden become complete strangers to their parents who 

rejects them, housewives quite their marital homes and old friends suddenly become so 

hostile for no reason.  

Normal situations for the separating fire of the Lord JESUS-CHRIST is in action. The 

sorcerer husband can no longer withstand GOD’s mighty POWER and so, sends away his 

wife. The witch parents initiated in a secret satanic lodge can no more withstand the POWER 

of the HOLY SPIRIT inhabiting their elder son and behold they rag him day after day until he 

is compelled to flee from his natural family. In various parts of the world, the rupture of Luke 

12 : 49-53 is unavoidable and without such a rupture, the Born again Christian vegetates in a 

life of compromises, stagnates spiritually and in some cases, return back to the world at the 

great satisfaction of Lucifer.  

The separation from one’s natural family is Biblical and in many cases, it is an unavoidable 

condition for the young convert’s spiritual growth. 
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When thanks to the grace of GOD, the son of an illuminatis is converted to the Lord JESUS-

CHRIST, he has but one solution: separating himself from his natural family and prepare for a 

heavy spiritual warfare against his natural father. In such a spiritual warfare, the flesh 

relationship is not relevant and you have to wage war without limit and without even thinking 

about the natural lineage. Just thinking about it will weaken you in the warfare and the so 

called father who is illuminatis will quickly take advantage of such a weakness to even try to 

kill you! When the wife of a priest of black magic is converted, the result is obvious: divorce   

and children scattered all over. 

 

GOD does not just break apart and separate; HE also reveals a new and real family to the 

young convert. Let us discover this in Mathew 12:47-50  

« Someone told HIM, Your mother and brothers are standing outside, wanting to speak to 

you. 

HE replied to him, who is my mother, and who are my brothers? Pointing to his disciples, HE 

said, Here are my mother and my brothers. For whoever does the will of my FATHER in 

Heaven is my brother and sister and mother » 

 

Such is the new family given by GOD to the young convert who has just separate from his 

natural family and from his friends from the world. Your natural mother who is a soldier of 

darkness is not your real mother. She is instead a soldier of an enemy army which fights 

without limit against the Army of GOD you have just joined. So Mathew 12: 47-50 gives you 

only one solution: deny, put aside the worthless old natural affection , forget even that word 

« mother », and confront her vigorously in heavy spiritual warfare; keeping her informed of 

the fact that such will be the case until she accepts to confess herself and repent . The Village 

chief along with his assistants mock and rag you since your conversion? It is normal given 

that as child of the ETERNAL GOD you have freed yourself from their devilish customs. So 

what must then be your answer? The answer in this case is unique:   fierce spiritual warfare 

against the chief and his assistants until they realise and accept that they own neither the 

world nor the ultimate POWER of GOD.. 

This how the conversion to the lord JESUS CHRIST often starts. The new birth in JESUS 

CHRIST has nothing to do with a leisure trip by the sea shore. In most cases, it is only after a 

set of ruptures and spiritual battles that the Born again Christian seizes from Lucifer the right 

to exist and prosper on this earth which do not belong to Satan. The Christian religion has 

always been one of separation, of setting apart and of direct and unceasing confrontation with 

Lucifer and his soldiers. At this juncture, credit should at least be given to Oholiba for 

preaching separation from the world to Christians although she herself has not separate from 

temples and pyramids. Such as the Pharisees sit in Moses’ seat, Oholiba’s fake “pastors” who 

themselves have never departed from  freemasonry, rosicrusianism and satanism of all sorts, 

have nevertheless preached the separation from the world to Christians. At Babylon the great 

who is specialist of incense vapour and Ohola who has rejected Martin Luther’s inheritance, it 

is preached that thanks to love, the church must now melt in one with the world in a new  

religious syncretism. Such is the case in Africa where fake “pastors” from Ohola and Babylon 

the great teach Christians how to pray and offer sacrifices on their ancestors’ tombs. 

“ Local culture must be integrated”, claim those two wicked harlots. Tragic wandering on the 

left side of the Path. 

Generally, one have to firmly separate from one’s natural family in order to grow spiritually 

but the Bible has never establish this separation as a law. It would be a tragic lost on the right 

to preach that separation from natural family is a law. We are not under the law of separation 

from the natural family and it is what we tackle now in the second pan of the scales. 
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Second pan of the scales: It is my duty to love my natural family that does not confront my 

faith I have to take care of such a natural family. 

 

It is written in 1 Corinthians 7 :12-15  

 

«  To the rest I say this ( I, not the Lord ): If any Brother has a wife who is not a believer and 

she is willing to live with him, he must not divorce her. And if a woman has a husband who is 

not a believer and he is willing to live with her, she must not divorce him. For the unbelieving 

husband has been sanctified trough his wife, and the unbelieving wife has been sanctified 

trough her believing husband. Otherwise your children would be unclean, but as it is, they are 

holy » 

This second pan of the scales is out to correct the wandering to the right side of the Path 

which would resume into an attempt to set up a law according to which one must 

systematically separate from one’s natural family. If I am married to an unbelieving wife and 

she has nothing against my faith, then I keep her as my wife although the fact that she has not 

believed. She is not attacking my faith. I have to love and protect her. It will be a tragic 

wandering to the right side of the TRUTH to repudiate such a wife who do not oppose my 

faith under the pretext that she does not want to become a born again Christian. GOD 

HIMSELF rejects such repudiation. She is free to remain a pagan. The only condition given to 

her by GOD is that she should not at all oppose my faith either naturally or spiritually. That is, 

spiritual opposition first and that of the flesh (earthly). If my wife does no use devilish 

spiritual powers to attack me and if she does no physically oppose my faith, I have to keep her 

and GOD even declares her saved through me (even as she has denied my Christian religion!)  

That which is true to my unbelieving marriage partner is true in general to all the members of 

my natural family. GOD does not tolerate any breakage, any separation with my children, 

parents, uncles, ants and cousins, who do not in one way or the other, oppose my faith be it 

spiritually or naturally. GOD even says that my children who do not oppose my faith 

(spiritually or naturally) are even saved through me (even though they deny my Christian 

faith). They are declared holy by GOD and if GOD declares someone holy, who dare saying 

the contrary? 

This again is what GOD says in the pan of the scales: it is written in 1Timothy 5:8  

 

« If anyone does not provide for his relatives, and especially for his immediate family, he has 

denied the faith and is worse than an unbeliever” 

 

If I do not take care of my relatives, and principally those from my family then I have denied 

the faith and I am worse than an unbeliever. GOD is referring to those members of my natural 

family who do not develop any spiritual or natural opposition against my faith. It is the HOLY 

SPIRIT that reveals to me he members of my natural family who are not soldiers of darkness. 

I depend completely on the HOLY SPIRIT to discern the spiritual nature of the members of 

my natural family. No law can do this discernment for me. When the HOLY SPIRIT reveals 

to me that my relatives and particularly the members of my natural family aren’t soldiers of 

Lucifer, it is my duty to love them, to see after their daily needs and to regularly pray for them 

and not against them.  

Here, GOD is also talking about my spiritual family that is all the Born again Christians. If I 

fail to make use of earthly riches as well as my spiritual riches to help Born again Christians, 

then I have denied the faith by acting in this manner. 

Many of those Christians who piously drop tithes and offerings into the basket of religious 

stony temples instead of giving those natural riches directly to individual Born again 

Christians do not know that they have denied the faith by this act. If instead of extending a 
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helping hand to that Sister in CHRIST JESUS suffering of famine, you prefer to put your 

offering in an anonymous basket then you have neglected your spiritual family and you are 

worse than an unbeliever. You have you denied the Christian faith. For more details, refer the 

book entitled “Tithes and offerings, Going back to the TRUTH” which is available for free in 

the web site www.worldwiderevival.org 

 

 

What to conclude then about the relation between the Born again Christian and his family? 

All depend on the time and circumstances and we are not submitted to any law. Von Brown, 

who gave his life to the Lord JESUS CHRIST, does not pay his natural parents any visit and 

abstain from any contact with them because the HOLY SPIRIT has revealed to him that those 

natural parents who gave birth to him 30 years ago are members of the skull and bones sect 

and are fully consecrated to their father Lucifer. Vo Brown behaves as stated in the Book of 

Luke 12: 49-53 and GOD approves him. Von Brown is in the Path, in the TRUTH. LI Wang 

on the other side frequently visits his parents, provides money and medical care for them and 

prays for them to GOD even though they are not Christians. This is because, the HOLY 

SPIRIT has revealed to him that those natural parents are of no spiritual danger to him. Li 

Wang by so doing is following the Biblical scripture of Timothy 5:8 and GOD approves him.  

TSIBOLA, a born again Christian, vigorously separates from his wizard wife who had been 

fighting him spiritually since their marriage. TSIBOLA is in the TRUTH and he has acted 

Biblically and GOD blesses him. VERA has agreed to live with her husband who is an 

unbeliever. The HOLY SPIRIT has revealed to her that this natural husband is not a soldier of 

Satan. By so doing VERA is following Biblical scriptures of 1Corinthians 7:12-15 and GOD 

blesses her and even declares her unbelieving husband holy. 

This is how balanced Christians and Church act. Such a balanced life is only possible with 

houses Churches in which it is possible to know intimately the daily progress of each 

Christian with GOD and in which it is possible to solve problems case by case in prayer 

before GOD. case , with GOD through prayers . Ever since we have been locked up in those 

stony and wooden temples with 2000 members and in those luciferan religious pyramids, the 

law regulating the collective behaviour of the crowd has replaced the HOLY SPIRIT. Some 

religious pyramids do not even mention the separation from the world while others have 

instituted the death giving law of separation from one’s natural family and relatives. Our 

Bible is for individuals and it settles matters case by case, according to time and 

circumstances revealed by the HOLY SPIRIT. Our Bible is not for mass manipulation. 

Nations of the world get out from devilish religious temples and pyramids. 

 

 

 

NINTH EXAMPLE OF EQUILIBRIUM: RESTITUTION  

 

As far as restitution is concerned, the first pan of the scales is found in Luc 19: 1-10. 

 

Just after his conversion to the Lord JESUS-CHRIST, Zacchaeus immediately decide to 

payback four times all his ill gotten goods. 

When ever the HOLY SPIRIT touches the heart of a Christian in favour of a specific sin 

asking him to make restitution, he must for this particular situation proceed to restitution. But 

restitution is not a law within Christianity. Trying to establish restitution as an obligatory law 

within Christianity leads to death and even to the denial of the salvation accomplished by our 

http://www.worldwiderevival.org/
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Lord JESUS CHRIST on the cross at Golgotha. This is a tragic wandering to the right of the 

Path which occurs nowadays in many religious pyramids which are in the quest of a justice 

superior to that of GOD. 

 

 

In the second pan of the scales, we have the case of Apostle Paul who has never carried out 

any restitution concerning the Christians he persecuted and even murdered. How then could 

he have done such a restitution? By killing himself? By resurrecting Stephen? Apostle Paul 

surely interceded before GOD to obtain forgiveness but he never tried to carry out any 

restitution for the Christians he had persecuted when he was still a pagan.  

David repented from his sin, after having taken Uriah’s wife and causing Uriah’s death. But 

David never sent back Bath-Sheba by way of restitution. He instead took her as wife. 

 

In conclusion, as far as restitution is concerned, I must act according to the convictions of the 

HOLY SPIRIT. If the HOLY SPIRIT insists on the fact that I should do restitution for a 

particular sin, then I do so according to Luke 19: 1-10  

But if I have peace in my heart after my repentance, why should I seek for an additional 

justice? In such a case, I do no restitution.  

The HOLY SPIRIT speaks to me now one way, now another way and as a result I act now 

this Biblical way and now another Biblical way. Such is the Law that gives freedom and to 

which I am submitted. 

 

 

TENTH EXAMPLE OF EQUILIBRIUM: TESTIFY WHAT 

GOD HAS DONE FOR ME  
 

 

 

Concerning the testimony of what GOD has done for me, the first pan of the scales is found in 

the Book of Luke 8: 38-39 
 

After healing the demon-possessed man from the region of the Gerasenes the Lord JESUS 

CHRIST sent him away saying “ Return home and tell how much GOD has done for you”. 

Such proclamation of GOD’s deeds is something very good because testimonies and 

thanksgivings are essential parts of the Worship Service to GOD ( For more explanations 

about this, the reader can refer to the book entitled Going Back to the True Service which is 

available for free in the web site www.worldwiderevival.org ) 

Should it be then decided that I have to systematically publish what GOD has done for me?  

No, there is no such aw and this is exactly whit is said in the second pan of the scales. 

 

Concerning the testimony of what GOD has done for me, the second pan of the scales is 

found in the Book of Luke 8: 54-56 

 

After having resurrected the daughter of Jairus, The Lord JESUS CHRIST ordered him and 

his wife not to tell anyone what had happened. 

 

 

What to conclude then? I shall act now one Biblical way, now another Biblical way according 

to the peace poured in my hearth by the HOLY SPIRIT. If I feel in my hearth the joy of the 

HOLY SPIRIT to testify, I do so and I am in the TRUTH. If I feel in my heart that the HOLY 

http://www.worldwiderevival.org/
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SPIRIT is against publishing some marvellous thing which GOD has done in my life, I keep 

silent and I am in the TRUTH. Such is the Path for balanced Christians and Church. 

 

 

ELEVENTH EXAMPLE OF EQUILIBRIUM: DIET DURING 

FASTING  
 

 

 

Concerning fasting, The Bible recommends now one type of diet, now another type of diet. 

But Christians has instead chosen to chain themselves under the yoke of law giving curse and 

death. 

Let’s start with Daniel and his companions Hananiah, Mishael and Azariah. Here we have 

four GOD’s Servants who ask to be put completely on a vegetarian diet. The stake is very 

important: being selected to enter king Nebuchadnezzar’s service after a training period.  

So the four young men have entered prayer and are on a strict vegetarian diet for ten days and 

three years. The result is that at the end of this period, these men are tremendously filled with 

supernatural wisdom and knowledge from GOD. 

But now the nowadays Apostate Christianity has developed a vast literature against the 

vegetarian diet. The vegetarian diet is not a law but there is equally no law forbidding this 

diet. The Bible even encourages such a vegetarian diet in some cases. 

 

What is Elijah’s food when GOD put him on a spiritual warfare against Satan in Israel? Bread 

and meat brought to him by ravens and water from the brook of Kerith. Such is a second diet 

given to us by GOD during our moments of fasting and warfare. Bread, meat and water. What 

is Elijah doing hidden in the Kerith ravine? He is in a total warfare against Satan, his 

priesthood and his priests who have destroyed Israel (1 Kings 17: 2-6).  

Later on, Elijah who is still in fierce spiritual warfare is put by GOD under a different diet; a 

strictly vegetarian one made of a cake of bread baked and a jar of water (1 king 19: 7-8). This 

warfare meal strictly vegetarian gives him enough strength to walk forty days and forty nights 

until he reaches Horeb, the Mountain of GOD. Elijah is a balanced Prophet. Now carnivorous, 

now vegetarian and now eating nothing and still on a permanent warfare against Satan. 

 

The Bible also reveals to us that Moses and the Lord JESUS CHRIS fasted without any food 

taking for forty days and forty nights. So, fasting without taking any food is biblical but I 

should rely on the HOLY SPIRIT to tell me the period for which I should carry such a 

complete fasting. As a wise person I should move gradually with the grace of GOD until I am 

able to carry a complete fasting for forty days. 

 

In Daniel 10:2-3, GOD reveals to us a different type of fasting diet. Daniel has gone in for a 

three weeks mourning and what does he eat during this fasting and prayer period? He just 

abstains from choice food, meat and wine and use no lotions for his body. Abstaining from 

foods and things we are usually fond of is another type of fasting diet given by GOD in the 

Bible. 

 

The Books of Isaiah 58: 6 and John 4:34 reveal to us a different diet for fasting period and this 

diet is quite simple: doing the will of GOD. 
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Yes doing the will of GOD is itself a food and at the same time it is a fasting diet highly 

valued by GOD. 

Isaiah 58:6-7 says this:  
 

“Is not this the kind of fasting I have chosen: 

To loose the chains of injustice and untie the cords of the yoke, to set the oppressed free and 

break every yoke? 

Is it not to share your food with the hungry and to provide the poor wanderer with shelter- 

when you see the naked, to clothe him, and not to turn away from your own flesh and blood?” 

  

John 4: 34 complete this WORD of Isaiah 58:6-7 by saying:   

 

“My food” said JESUS “ is to do the will of HIM who sent ME and to finish this work” 

 

He who does the will of GOD is already fasting and he is even going trough an excellent 

fasting diet because doing the will of GOD is a food of an utmost taste to GOD. If these great 

religious pyramids were to be told that they have actually never fasted for centuries now 

because they do not practice the will of GOD written in the Bible, they would be  very 

surprised “ Our congregation faithfully fast once a week”, would unanimously shout the three 

world prostitutes namely Babylon the great that feeds her faithful with incense vapour and 

give them pictures to worship, Ohola the eldest daughter ( of this Babylon the great ) who has 

rejected the inheritance of Martin Luther and Oholiba who after having preached the Baptism 

of the HOLY SPIRIT have build up gigantic stony temples to chain thousands of Christians in 

spiritual fornications with witch and wizards of all kinds. The term “House Assembly” creates 

an uncontrollable anger in Oholiba the specialist of Leviticus Tithes which chains all the 

nations of the earth in the curse of the Leviticus law. 

 

What then to conclude this issue of fasting diet? 

The balanced Christian and Church act now one way, now another according to the 

instructions given by the HOLY SPIRIT. He who enters in a complete fasting of three or 

twenty one days does so Biblically according to the instruction he receives from the HOLY 

SPIRIT. She who lunches a one month prayer, eating only vegetables during this period is 

blessed because she is acting Biblically according to the guidance of the HOLY SPIRIT. He 

who obeys GOD while eating all types of natural foods is accomplishing an excellent Biblical 

fasting. He is blessed because he is acting Biblically according to the instructions received 

from the HOLY SPIRIT. 

But such equilibrium, such a balanced Biblical life is quite dangerous for huge stony and 

wooden temples and gigantic religious pyramids. Such equilibrium is a nightmare for them 

because it brings an uncontrollable “disorder” in those religious organizations.  

Imagine for example that a stony temple of the treacherous Oholiba decides a one week 

fasting ending by Saturday. On the D-day which marks the end of this fasting program 

(saturday) there is a collective gathering in the stony and wooden temple for a bewitching 

session of incantations called prayer session ( how then can we talk of prayer when the Born 

again Christian and the skull and bones disguised into christians shout together Amen? ). 

Image that one hundred persons declare that all trough the week they have been obeying GOD 

and at the same time, have been eating all sorts of foods. Imagine again that fifty declare 

having eaten vegetables and drank water through out the week and praying. Imagine again 

that thirty declare having eaten bread and meat all trough the week dedicated to prayer. Then 

imagine again that forty persons declare that all trough the week, they have been on a 

complete fasting without eating or drinking. The treacherous Oholiba will immediately sink 
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into a burning anger in the face of such disorder. “Authorities have decided a week of 

complete fasting for all. You should not despise authorities otherwise you are getting under 

curses”. Such will be the lying sermon of Oholiba to the crowd. The three lying religious 

pyramids have replaced our Christian religion revealed to Abraham the individual by GOD by 

their lying ideologies which imprisons all the nations in the Lucifer’s lye. 

 

Whereas is a House Assembly of just ten members, it is easy to pay attention to what the 

Bible and the HOLY SPIRIT says to each individual. 

The WORD of GOD teaches wisdom to those whose lives are permanently consecrated to the 

Battles of the LORD ( All the five Ministerial Gift Apostles, Prophets, Pastors, Evangelists, 

Doctors  are bound to live such a life of permanent warfare ).  

Luc 22: 43-44 reveals to us that at the mount of Olives, The LORD JESUS-CHRIST prayed 

in such an extend that his sweat became as Blood, almost changed into Blood. With the 

intensity of prayer the precious Blood of our LORD JESUS-CHRIST came to mix up with 

His sweat thanks to a physical phenomenon known as osmosis. This is why His sweat looked 

as Blood.   

From this we clearly understand that living in permanent warfare in payer against Lucifer and 

his soldiers causes us to loose our natural blood gradually and this blood which we loose 

gradually as we are engaged in daily warfare is our lives given for the Church. The Bible says 

that life is found in the blood. Do you need to know if you are called by GOD in one of the 

five Ministerial Gifts? There is a simple criteria: just answer if you permanently offer your 

blood, that is your overall life is offered in prayer for the accomplishment of GOD’s plans. If 

you do so, on a daily basis, then you are called in one of the five Ministerial Gifts. If not, stop 

your imposture for you aren’t at all a Man ( Woman ) of GOD. 

Hebrew 12: 4 exhorts all those who claim to be JESUS-CHRIST’s followers to fight unto 

blood against sin that is to stand in prayer against Lucifer, his demons and human priests until 

we start loosing our blood. As you are loosing your blood in prayer for the sheep, your life is 

being laid down, given for the sheep. Such a blood loosing resulting from a life of permanent 

warfare must be compensated for by a rich and regular nutrition.      

Complete fasting without eating or drinking is suitable for sporadic or exceptional strikes but 

a whole life of permanent warfare in prayer consumes your natural blood and therefore, 

requires a regular and rich nutrition. If you despise this regular and rich nutrition, pretending 

to be over spiritual, you won’t be able to stand for a long in the battle and as soon as your 

physical body is tired, Satan will quickly counterattack and defeat you. 

 

 

TWELFTH EXAMPLE OF EQUILIBRIUM: CENSUS  

 

In Numbers 1:2, GOD orders Moses to carry out the census of all the children of Israel. This 

is the census of the old generation which came out of Egypt. In Numbers 26:12 GOD orders 

Moses to make the census of the new generation born in the desert. Moses carried out these 

two censuses according to GOD’s orders and he did well. Even though those two censuses 

were clearly mentioned in the Old Testament, David was severely punished for having carry 

out the census of GOD’s Army without GOD’s permission. It is Satan who incited David to 

take this census (1 Chronicles 21: 1). It well written in the Bible that twice, GOD ordered 

Moses to take a census but this does not make census a law.  It is the HOLY SPIRIT who tells 

us the portion of the Bible to apply according to the time and circumstances given. Without 
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any revelation from the HOLY SPIRIT, he who executes GOD’s WORD as a law will be 

killed by the death which comes from the law.  

The census of GOD’s Army is it a good thing? The answer depends on times and 

circumstances; it depends if GOD has given the order or not. Such is the principle of 

equilibrium which only for once escaped the attention of David, the Man after GOD’s Heart. 

 

We have just shared with the help of twelve examples on how balanced Christians and Church 

live and behave. These examples are not exhaustive because it all the WORD of GOD written 

in the Bible which is governed by the principle of equilibrium. The Church is an organism and 

the principle of existence of an organism is life; the breath of life. On the other hand an 

organisation has ideology as principle of existence. Given that Satan has no life, he governs 

his organisations through ideology. Since we have built gigantic religious organisations 

instead of the Church, there was then the need of ideology so as to maintain under control 

these millions of adepts imprisoned in big stony and wooden temples. That is why the Biblical 

revelation to the individual has been replaced by the ready-made Biblical verse suitable to all 

the vast congregation members. Thus the law came in pouring spiritual death and deprived of 

life, the apostate Christianity found herself enslaved under Lucifer, ever since 2 000 years.  

From where comes this wild behaviour which replaces organism by organisation; life by 

death? It all stems from the fact that we have abandoned the model of Church building handed 

to us by GOD. This is well explained in the book “ Multiplication according to GOD’s 

Model” which is available for free in the web site www.worldwiderevival.org 

 

Return to the TRUTH  

 

May the Lord JESUS CHRIST grant abundant peace and grace to those who open the Bible, 

believe in what is written in the Bible and firmly decide to practice the WORD of GOD 

written in the Bible.  
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